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(LINCOLNSHIRE CURLYCOAT) 
 

POLAR PIG 165 
 

Happy New Year and greetings from a very cold Pennsylvania where we are enjoying the latest exciting 
weather phenomenon – the “bomb cyclone”. The temperature reached a high of 14F today (- 10C) with a 
nasty wind chill factor, and it’s going to get colder tomorrow. Fortunately, we haven’t had a lot of snow, but 
everywhere is white with all the salt on the roads. 
 
I hope that everyone had an enjoyable and relaxing Christmas holiday. We certainly had a very nice 
Christmas holiday. Jacqueline was, of course, very busy with the Church choir, culminating in the 
Christmas Eve late night service with snow falling all around. Thomas and Kelsey came round Christmas 
Day and Hannah and Tyler appeared Christmas night. Kelsey had to work that night, but Thomas stayed 
and we stayed up until past 1pm playing (fluffy) games. Jacqueline cooked a second Christmas Dinner for 
Hannah and Tyler on Boxing Day, who had to leave in the evening for work, but Thomas stayed for more 
games. Jacqueline got a copy of “Dice Forge”, while Santa bought me “Yokohama”, “Century, Spice Road” 
and “The Quest for El Dorado”. 
 
It was pretty cold between Christmas and New Year so we didn’t venture out too much We spent the days 
between Christmas and New Year furniture shopping (unsuccessfully) as it became clear that our Dining 
Table struggles with 6 adults and a big dinner. We also went to the see the latest Star Wars file, “The Last 
Jedi”. We weren’t too impressed, but I think this one may grow after repeat watchings.  
 
Despite the cold weather, Thomas, Kelsey, Hannah and Tyler all came round on New Year’s eve. Hannah 
is now also of legal drinking age and all are exploring different drinks, so we had a fun cocktail evening to 
celebrate the New Year, again staying up past 1 playing fluffy games. It was a lot of fun and nice to have 
the house full again, even for a night, as the kids wisely chose to stay and not drive home. Thanksgiving 
was quieter, as Hannah and Tyler went to visit friends in North Carolina, but it was good to have a break 
after a busy autumn.  
 
There’s lots to look forward to in the New Year. We have quite a few concerts to look forward to, including 
(if all goes to plan), our first Magnum concert in nearly thirty years. We also have tickets for Al Stewart, 
Nightwish and Uli Jon Roth in the coming months. I’m a little nervous about the latter as, much as I love 
the early Scorpions and Electric Sun, Herr Roth is a fabulous guitarist and a poor singer. However, the 
tickets weren’t expensive and he’s playing locally. No worries about Nightwish and Al Stewart, both of 
whom are excellent. 
 
We also have a short trip back to Europe planned, so we can visit our Utrecht one more time before the 
site is closed. Jacqueline is coming with me, and as normal, I have tried to pack as much as possible into 
the short trip, including an Aldershot game and said Magnum concert. It will be a rush, but it should be a 
great trip. This year will be the first year I miss World of Concrete since moving to the US, as I no longer 
have responsibility for this area. It will be strange missing my usual visit to Vegas, but I don’t think I will 
miss it. Fortunately, I’m still teaching part of the short course at the Waterborne Symposium, so I will be 
back in N’Awlins before Fat Tuesday. 
 
The Pig continues to do well. We almost managed seven issues last year, so our turnaround continues to 
improve. A number of games are drawing near to an end but we should have a few gamestarts this issue 
to compensate. If there are any games that you would like to see offered in the Pig, please let me know.  
 
That’s all for now. I wish you all a very happy and healthy New Year. 
 
 

* * * * *  
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Letters 
 
Dane Maslen Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 
Bob Pitman Merry Christmas to all connected to the zine... another successful year! 
Bob Gingell Best wishes for Christmas, Bob 
Allan Stagg I wish you and the family the best for the holiday season. 
Martin Walker Wishing you and the family all the best for Christmas and the New Year. 
Mike Townsend Merry Christmas to you all and wishing you all a Happy New Year. 

Thanks to everyone that sent Christmas and New Year greetings. I hope that you all had a wonderful 

Christmas time and wish all Pig readers a happy, healthy and successful New Year. 
 
Jonathan Amery Merry Christmas! We're having some downtime while we cook our goose for Christmas 
Dinner so it seemed a good time to try and send orders in. 

I don’t think I’ve ever eaten goose – how was it? 
 
Steve Ham I hope you have a very Merry Christmas. Keep up the good work at the shelter and I 
hope it doesn't get too cold. 

It’s absolutely perishing right now – temperatures barely reaching -5C during the day and down 

below -12C at night. We’re averaging more than 55 people per night at the shelter now. 
 
Murray Egan Wishing you and your fam a very blessed Christmas James, a particular shout out to 
Jacqueline and her eye/vision, 

Have a wonderful Christmas and enjoy all the singing in the choir and all the very best for the New 

Year, 
   
Harv Barker Hi mate, hope all is well with you and yours. Your family is all well? Weather okay? 
We've had a rough (for England) season of weather, with flooding and the obligatory 1.5 inches of snow which 
has clearly proved too much for the country to handle. I mean, surely it's the same the world over, oh no wait... 

Pennsylvania, at least Eastern PA handles snow very well, but it’s normal to get a few major storms 

here each year. I think England struggles like other countries (or states) where snow is less common 

and predictable, so they are less prepared as the preparations and equipment needed is expensive. 
 
Allan Stagg Any snow yet?  It has been a little wintry in the north, but nothing to shout about yet in 
Milton Keynes. 
Carolyn Townsend Take care and have a good Xmas – we had already had our snow allowance much to 
Rachel’s excitement and increased significantly by a day off school! for extra snowman building and sledging. 

I heard about the snow in England. We had a White Christmas here, with snow falling as we came out 

of Church after the midnight service. There wasn’t much, but enough to cover the ground. 
 
David Cowie Sunday 10th December saw heavy snow (by English standards) so on Monday I got up 
half an hour earlier so I could leave for work half an hour earlier to make time for the chaos on the roads. There 
was hardly anyone else about (slackers), so even after clearing all the snow off the car and driving cautiously, I 
still arrived at work half an hour earlier than usual. Normal service was resumed on Tuesday.  

It snowed here yesterday, so I worked from home. I probably could have gone into work, but the roads 

on our estate were pretty treacherous and the plough didn’t come by until the afternoon. We did get 4 

inches of snow though. 
 
Dane Maslen Have you also been buried under vast amounts of snow? 

We also haven’t had much snow here and the snow currently affecting Erie will pass to the North of 

us. We had a very light snow on Christmas Eve (about an inch) and a couple of light falls earlier in 

December, but nothing too heavy. It’s very cold though – about – 10C tonight and forecast to get 

colder. 
 
Michael Pargman We've had three big snowfalls so far, but it's melted away in a few days each time - so 
it's quite dark in the afternoons. I hope we will get some more snow for Christmas. 

Did you have a White Christmas – I always expect Sweden to have snow in the winter. The last time I 

saw a frozen sea was in Malmo. 
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Dane Maslen I know it's cold there at present, but this is ridiculous... http://www.bbc.com/news/world-
us-canada-42489666 

Fortunately, we have a different electricity company here on the Eastern side of the State, so our bills 

have been running as expected. We also don’t have that many Christmas lights although some of the 

local house displays are quite special.  
 
Murray Egan Weather has decided to get cool on this end with temps in the teens this week and 
windchill at 5F. We have friends coming in from England this weekend (I played football with Wayne when I 
lived there In 1991-94) and hope to go on a walking tour of Chicago temperature permitting.   

Glad to hear from you and I hope you have a great weekend in the cold. We had our second minor 

snow earlier this week and it’s still quite slippy outside, although it should melt during this week. I 

hope you had fun with your friends and didn’t freeze solid during your walk around Chicago. 
 
Carolyn Townsend How is the Xmas spirit in Trumpland – I see some of the tax cuts are being given direct 
to the employees as some companies see their taxes fall significantly – this was the headline in the Daily Mail 
anyway.  Does Trump’s tax cuts mean less money on health and social services or has the US succeeded in 
growing a money tree.  How is the economy doing in the US – I read your comments about helping at the 
homeless shelter – as you say – it is how can there be some much difference between people’s living standards 
in Bethlehem.  Here in the UK there are always options albeit the people have to try to get clean/dry!!!   

It’s too early to know how the tax cuts will play out here. A few companies did give bonuses to 

employees following the passing of the tax bill. Many of these were companies that were known to 

support the GOP or lobbied for lower taxes, based in Democrat leaning areas. I suspect that there will 

be an initial favorable response during tax season in the Spring, but people will soon adjust to the new 

rates and the same discontent will occur. There are more battles to follow over the spending bill. The 

economy is still doing well – Trump has certainly helped although the economy was improving before 

last January. However, the need for the homeless shelter confirms that not everyone is doing well. 
 
Richard Smith Brexit is currently dominating the news over here although Trump's attempts to trigger 
World War III do also get a mention. I did wonder if they could come up with a resolution to the Ireland border 
dilemma after Brexit, and it seems they have. I still think leaving the EU is a big mistake and many of those who 
voted for it may have voted differently if they knew how painful it would be. 

I was reading about the Ireland border and I’m curious about how they will manage this: I don’t think 

the details have been published. 
 
Harv Barker Work has been utterly batshit bonkers. With our police seeing the worst budget cuts in 
a generation, we are struggling to hold the line. More cops than ever before are going off sick with stress, and 
are getting injured more and going to less incidents. It's insane. Ambulance are suffering too but we are picking 
up their slack. I hear most days now "Sorry, ambulance are on Black, they won't be at your location for about 
seven hours..." How more people haven't been killed or seriously injured I just don't know. Sorry to rant. 

Sorry to hear it’s been such a stressful Christmas season for you. I’m sure that’s it’s always a tough 

time for those working in the emergency services, but I’ve certainly read that the cuts have been 

making things a lot harder. As I’ve said before, there is no way I could do what you do (my service at 

the homeless shelter is my small way of compensating), but I do really appreciate it. I live in hope that 

one da, people might associate taxes with paying for essential services like the police, NHS etc. and 

that tax cuts have an impact on these. 
 
Mike Townsend Hope all is well with you and the family?  We have been having a tough time of it lately 
with Carolyn's Mum passing away unexpectedly.  Quite some responsibility now for Carolyn also to take care of 
her Dad.  So we will be glad when 2017 is over and hope for a much better 2018.   
Carolyn Townsend Sorry the orders are a little late – it’s been a busy time over the last month or so as my 
mother unexpectedly died last month and this month has been organising the funeral and helping my dad out.  
It has not been a great last 6 months as Mike’s mum also passed away in August.  Hopefully 2018 will bring a 
little more happiness and less sadness!!!   

Very sorry to hear about your mother, especially coming so soon after Mike’s mother. Our deepest 

condolences to you both. I hope that the funeral went well and that your Dad is coping OK. 
 
Allan Stagg I hope that you, Jacqueline and family are all well, and not too rushed off your feet.   

https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fworld-us-canada-42489666&data=02%7C01%7C%7C32d52f2ff8dd4edcaf9f08d54d7607a7%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636500091681780261&sdata=ypC3PaaPEizidvhLuYqhK8UU8%2FJTq7AsD705bH3rRus%3D&reserved=0
https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fworld-us-canada-42489666&data=02%7C01%7C%7C32d52f2ff8dd4edcaf9f08d54d7607a7%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636500091681780261&sdata=ypC3PaaPEizidvhLuYqhK8UU8%2FJTq7AsD705bH3rRus%3D&reserved=0
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All pretty good here, other than Jacqueline’s eye problems, and we had a very relaxing Christmas 

holiday. 
 
Bob Pitman Hope you had a great Christmas! We had this flu that’s doing the rounds so the final 
round of shopping got cancelled in favour of chicken soup and tissues and Christmas involved much spluttering, 
coughing and sneezing, a much reduced alcohol intake and early nights. 

Sorry to hear that Bob – unfortunately t’is also the season for flu as well as festivities. 
 
Harv Barker Well nothing new otherwise to report this end. I'm slowly dying of man flu 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbmbMSrsZVQ) so if you never hear from me again you know why. 

Hope you get a break soon and all the best for the New Year 
 
Michael Pargman I hope you and your family are as well and that Jacqueline's eye sight is better. 
Brendan Whyte Jacqueline’s surgery sounds a bit gruesome…. But quite amazing what they can do 
these days. Hope everything’s back to 20/20 now. 

Not yet, but it’s improving. Her next appointment is in early January when we should learn what the 

next steps are. 
 
Andy York Glad Jacqueline is on the mend and I hope the next check-up continues the good news 
on her eyesight. 

Thanks Andy and to all those who enquired and sent kind wishes. 
 
Chris Hibbert I haven't had any specific problems with my eyes recently other than gradual 
deterioration. Glad to hear everyone has recovered from their retinal issues. I was at the dentist last week for a 
routine cleaning, and when the dentist looked at the x-rays, she and the hygienist agreed that I have a tooth 
that had cracked and is now 'dead'. I need to visit a specialist who will decide how to preserve it. I think this 
means a root canal and at least a few visits to the dentist. 

It may not need a root canal – I had a dead tooth last year that they were able to crown without a root 

canal. It was a little painful, but everything seems to have been fixed. 
 
Dane Maslen I'm glad to hear that Jacqueline's eye is progressing well (and Brad's eye too for that 
matter).  The more I hear about people suffering detached retinas, the more it occurs to me to consider the 
likely unfortunate consequence of suffering one while on holiday somewhere remote from the medical facilities 
necessary for its prompt treatment. 

It's usually only one eye that is affected (and it usually doesn’t start with complete loss of vision) so 

you should be OK, although if you were in an area where depth perception was critical, you would 

have a problem. 
 
Chris Hibbert My knees are much improved. I had a few weeks recently when they hurt too much too 
play volleyball, but I took it easy and took plenty of ibuprofen. At the prompting of Janet, I started doing some 
exercises that had been recommended after earlier bouts and that seems to have helped. I've resolved to do 
those exercises at least occasionally to stave off recurrence. We'll see how well I do. 

That’s good news. I found that the physiotherapy I had after the surgery to repair the torn menisci in 

my knees really helped, so hopefully your exercises will do the same. 
 
David Cowie I sent two Christmas cards to dead people this year, because no one had told me that 
the recipients had died. 

We’re still sending cards out, but yours has arrived. Thanks very much. I fear that sending cards to 

dead people is something that will happen more as we get older. We may also be the last generation 

sending out cards. 
 
Jon Carter All is well. Although I am having to get used to the idea of working again after 18 
months of unemployment. I interviewed in early October for academic posts at Warwick and Coventry. Warwick 
decided they did not want me, but Coventry did. So its back to the place I first held a lectureship. The family are 
not going to move house, so I will be lodging in Coventry 2-3 nights a week. I may start visiting the Arts Centre 
on a regular basis, but paying rather than being paid. 

Congratulations on the new job and I hope it goes well. I hadn’t realized that you’d been unemployed 

for so long. I hope that you enjoy being back in Coventry and I definitely think that you should check 

out whether the standard of stewarding at the Arts Center has been maintained. 

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DVbmbMSrsZVQ&data=02%7C01%7C%7C36603b41a9834bd936ee08d54f9e9049%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636502464791977922&sdata=eZ5PhDpfVTLROlLYVfT9ql6t28hZ93%2B3dGg4V0JESqA%3D&reserved=0
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Murray Egan For myself, things are pretty hectic at this small (40 person) business unit but I love 
it...no one telling me to do anything except to get orders.... not WHO to talk to, not WHEN to talk to them, etc.  If 
you get this way or if I can find a prospect there it would be good to meet up again. 

It was nice to have a break from travel in November and last week was my last trip for this year. I’m 

glad to hear that you’re enjoying the new job and I hope it’s going well. The nearest I know I will get 

to you next year is our bi-annual trip to Indianapolis for the American Coatings Show in April, 

although I’m surprised I haven’t had visits in Chicago recently. 
  
Andy York Here's what I sent (last issue missing orders), but I see that the autofill (which I 
sometimes despise) put in the wrong name. I had no idea that the submission was misdirected. 

Somewhat strangely, some of Andy’s orders last issue went astray – fortunately, I was able to catch 

him up in these games without too many problems. He hasn’t been the only one. 
 

Bob Pitman Sent these 14 Dec... must have taken a detour somewhere. 

Thanks for resending. Continuing on from last issue…. 
 
Murray Egan Loved the picture of you put in the pig…. particularly the roll of toilet paper next to the 

passenger seat. Makes me wonder what those molecules had on them     

Brendan Whyte Just noted the explanation of the photo of you playing with your molecular toys on the 
cover. I always knew science toys are a bit wanky… does that explain the bog roll? :-) A pity your name isn’t 
Anthony, or we could call you atom ant! 

We needed the bog roll for all the illnesses we caught during the trip! 
 
Steve Guest (re. American Football in VP) Yes I think I ran this for 3 seasons at least. I think it 
was called “Superbowl”; I know it was designed by Matt Harrison, not anything commercial. I probably have a 
paper copy of the rules somewhere, but would have to check. Not sure how much trouble it would be to scan it. 
I might have Matt’s e-mail somewhere but I very much doubt he has an electronic copy. 

I remember it well – I ran the Barnsley Braithwaites. The game ended just as they were starting to 

become competitive. 
 
Harv Barker NFL - what a season so far! Talk about anyone's year (well obviously up to a point!). 
I'm a Houston/Carolina man so I'm not overjoyed with 50% of that, but I also have a passing interest in a bunch 
of other teams and they're keeping my interest afloat. I just hope it's not another Pats win again this year, 
getting sick of it.  

As a Browns fan, I have some reservations about this years season, although it has been a real 

pleasure having our local team (Eagles) doing so well. Once again, the NFC is interesting and 

competitive, whilst the AFC remains stale and predictable. What are the odds on the 2019 and 2020 

AFC Championships also featuring Rothlisberger and Brady? Pretty short I would guess. Both are 

well run clubs, but something is going wrong with the league balancing mechanism in the AFC. 
 
Brad Martin (re. Australian Political Rules) A number of them were born in other countries 
(usually UK or NZ) and came to Australia as babies or young children and claimed not to know that they were 
dual citizens when they stood for election. The Constitution (Section 44) specifically disallows such people if 
they are... “under any acknowledgment of allegiance, obedience, or adherence to a foreign power, or is a 
subject or a citizen or entitled to the rights or privileges of a subject or a citizen of a foreign power…"  some 
have consequently moved to the State parliaments which have no such restriction. 

I guess that makes some sort of sense – I would think it should be an easy thing for people to check. 
 
Andy York The end of the Pigs season sounds like it was worthwhile, even if they didn't advance 
further in the playoffs. Already waiting for the start of next season (as I'm watching the World Series - go 
Astros!). 

Me too – I’ve just been checking plan options for next season at the Pigs. 
John Hopkins Am I in the running for the non-existent prize? 

I’m afraid you were well and truly beaten to the non-existent prize. Conrad sent the first set of orders 

in, shortly followed by Roger, but Chris Hibbert sent in a question before I was even aware the Pig 

was online. I corrected the report within minutes and Richard valiantly changed both website and 

print versions before most people would have been aware of the change, 
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Conrad von Metzke Well, since I got the issue already, I may as well do orders, given that I'm in the mood, 
having sent my own rag this morning. Besides, I already sent Richard his share.  So here are yours: 

I was trawling t’web the other day and found a couple of rarer BB maps that I thought you might be 

interested in. I think I have seen games on the US map but definitely don’t remember the mini-Cyprus 

map.  
 
Andy York Reference your exchange with Conrad, I do have a paper version of the Lithuania map 
by Jim Goode (and possibly another, if my memory is right). However, where they are is another question. If 
you need one, let me know and I'll go spelunking in potential drawers and/or storage boxes. 

Thanks Andy – more of the old maps seem to be getting uploaded to the web now. Tony Robbins site 

has quite a few, but there are now more on the Board Game Geek site, including a few I had forgotten 

like Iran. 
 
John Hopkins Probably not my business, but I have wondered for some while why VP comes to me 
stamped with two 1st class stamps.  So, this issue, I checked.  The weight of zine plus envelope was just under 
60 grams.  The dimensions put it into the “large letter” category - an idea invented by the Post Office to rip-off 
customers (possibly since you first emigrated?).  A first class large stamp currently costs 98p; a second class 
large cost 76p.  Two 1st class letter stamps cost £1.30.  So you, or Richard, could save 32p or 54p per UK copy 
mailed, by stamping appropriately.  And a weight up to 100 grams would be covered.  Many a mickle maks a 
muckle, as they say up here.  

I’ll pass your comments about the post to Richard. 
 
Andy York Had a quiet Thanksgiving - home alone with a whiskey brined turkey thigh for dinner. 
Watched the whole 1st season of "Stranger Things". Quite a good show! 

Whiskey brined turkey – sounds good. I’ve not heard about “Stranger Things” but we’re really not 

good at picking up on new TV series. 
 
David Cowie Amazon used to have a DVD rental service called Lovefilm, and I thought it was great. 
They had an enormous selection, everything from current blockbusters to art house obscurities, and the price 
was right. For a penny under £6 a month (about US$8) I got one disc at a time, which worked out to one a 
week. That was enough for me. Then in September they announced that they were closing it down, and invited 
us to subscribe to Amazon Prime Video instead.  

Thomas has subscribed to Amazon Prime and we have used it a few times, but it hasn’t worked very 

well for us, for some reason. He finds it good for binge watching TV shows,  but I’ve not been 

impressed with their film selection. 
 
David Cowie Executive summary: this means paying more for less. The details: Amazon Prime costs 
£8 a month, and includes free delivery on most items, video and music streaming, and a couple of other things. 
I don't order enough from Amazon for the free delivery to much of an attraction, and I don't listen to music any 
more, so it has to be worth it for the video. And the video isn't great. I've been wracking my brains to remember 
the films I saw on disc from Lovefilm, and some of them are included with Prime, but most of them require you 
to pay extra to rent them, and some of them are only available to buy, and not to stream. There are even a few 
which are only watchable if you pay an extra subscription to a sub-channel.  
Example 1: the Japanese animated film "Ghost in the Shell". I saw that on disc. If I want to see it again on 
streaming, that will be £2.49 on top of the monthly subscription. If I want to watch the Hollywood remake, that 
will be £4.49 . I'm not that keen to see it. Example 2: "Star Wars Rogue One". I saw that on disc, not long after it 
came out. It is not available for streaming, but you can buy it. Amusingly, it's cheaper to buy on Blu-Ray than on 
download.  

No surprise there. I don’t think I have ever heard of Lovefilm but I’m not surprised that they killed it 

in favour of something more expensive. 
 
David Cowie They do have a lot of films included with the Prime subscription, but most of them seem 
to be straight-to-DVD stuff that even I have never heard of, and which have average customer ratings of 2 stars. 
There's enough good stuff that I'll carry on for another month or two, but when Christmas is out of the way I'm 
going to check out Netflix, and see if they're any better. Here's hoping.  

I don’t think Netflix isn’t much better.  
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Harv Barker Film wise I saw The Last Jedi. There seems a very good split of people about this one 
so I feel confident coming out on the side of "Meh". I felt underwhelmed. I didn't like Force Awakens either that 
much if I'm honest. It's not just nostalgia either - I bloody loved Rogue One - I just don't like the tone and feel of 
this new trilogy. I hope 9 is better. Looking forward to the new Solo movie in 145 or so days too, and there are 
rumours of new Fett and Obi-Wan projects.  

We saw “The Last Jedi” soon after Christmas and I had a similar reaction, although I was happy to 

see the story take a different path rather than repeating the original. The denouement was also 

somewhat unexpected, which was good. I suspect that this one may well get better with repeated 

watching and I think it does set up the final story well. I also agree that “Rogue One” was excellent. 
 
Murray Egan This weekend Emma is coming home for Christmas and I look forward to a report on 
how her Chemistry classes are going. This semester she is in Organic Chem, and she has commented that 
things have gotten a lot harder. She cruised through most of highschool, and is now feeling the difficulty of 
college level courses. 

I have some sympathy for Emma and her organic chemistry, as I suspect she may have had a boat 

load of new reactions to learn this year – exciting things like Diels-Adler and Aldol rearrangements. I 

hope that she managed to get through it all OK, but it is a big step up from high school. It was for 

Richard and I, all those years ago. 
  
Allan Stagg We went to Manchester last weekend, ostensibly to visit Julie's stepmother and see the 
Christmas Markets in Manchester. I think the real reason that Julie wanted to go was to visit a Cat Cafe in 
Manchester. Drinks are free, you pay for food, and you also pay for the time you spend there - £1 per person 
per 5 minutes. The attraction is of course the dozen cats who wander around the interior of the cafe - they are 
there to be stroked. You have to book a time, and the place was doing good business, so it is obviously a 
money-spinner. When we got home I did have a word with our cats to see if we could set up a similar business, 
but they wanted an extortionate appearance fee. I think they are still miffed with my putting the batteries in the 
wrong way round in their cat feeder! 

I think Cat Cafes started out in Japan. They were certainly there when we lived there, although I 

didn’t visit one. How was the Christmas market in Manchester? 
 
Murray Egan BTW:  Jacqueline will be pleased to know that this year I didn't even SEE a deer on my 
hunting trip, much less shoot/hit one. Frustrating, but always good to get away from the laptop and out in the 
woods for any reason. 

I’m glad you had a good time, even if the hunting wasn’t successful. You could always try 

Pennsylvania (or Colorado). 
 
Michael Pargman In the beginning of January I will go to Canazei in Italy for downhill skiing. It's been 
three years since I visited the Alps last time. 

Have a fabulous time – I hope the snow is good for skiing this year. 
 
Allan Stagg My bowling has improved recently - I am getting back to a 150 average. The Monday 
Evening Trios League has finished - it will probably start up again in January. The Wednesday morning singles 
league has another six matches to go, so will finish at the end of January. I am currently 12th, hoping to get a 
top 10 finish. 

That’s great news. My average has crept up to 160, although I’m not quite sure how. I haven’t had 

many really high series, but I am pretty consistent with my scores. 
 
David Cowie I had been hoping to get through 2017 without any major home maintenance 
expenses. Hah!  
I had to have my gas boiler replaced at the end of November, because the annual service had shown it to be 
emitting too much carbon monoxide.  

We almost got through 2017 without a big-ticket item – then our well pump failed ☹. 
David Cowie I was without a boiler while waiting for the new one to be installed, but this wasn't much 
of a hardship. The weather was relatively mild, so a fan heater was enough to keep me warm; my shower is 
electrically heated, and the gas oven still worked. I only needed hot water to do the washing up, and I could boil 
a kettle for that. I had previously booked every Friday from mid-November to Xmas off (a lot of unused holidays) 
so I didn't even have to get time off work at short notice. New boiler installed, hot water and radiators back on in 
time for a cold snap. Great!  

When suddenly…. 
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David Cowie Remember the shower? It packed up two weeks later. Good thing I can now run a bath. 

Oh well, at least you had the bath. 
 
Jonathan Amery Other than Christmas the only thing of real note that's happened here recently is that 
my wife has changed her name; she's now 'Shadow Amery'; and much bureaucratic nonsense is being 
undergone following that. 

I can’t help but be curious – why ‘Shadow Amery’? 
 
David Cowie On Monday 4th December, my car had its annual service and MoT (note for non UK 
readers: The MoT is an annual road worthiness inspection). On Tuesday 5th December, I was rear-ended on 
my way home from work. "Bother," said Pooh, as Piglet came back from the dead.  

Ah, the old adage of problems always coming in threes, strikes again. 
 
David Cowie Car A in front of me braked, and I had to brake hard to miss it. Car B behind me didn't 
miss me, and Car C didn't miss Car B. No one was hurt, but the cars had varying amounts of damage. My car 
had no visible damage, Car B had its rear undertray hanging off, and Car C's front end was destroyed. An 
ambulance happened to be passing, and blocked the traffic in our lane and called the traffic cops. The cops 
arrived, got everything on the hard shoulder, and told us to exchange details. Having done that, I drove off 
home.  

Good to hear that no-one was hurt, although it was handy that an ambulance passed by. 
 
David Cowie I told my insurance company, they sent a man round to check my car, he saw 
something that I didn't, my car has been taken away for repairs, and I have been given a courtesy car in the 
meantime. Sounds simple, doesn't it? The only problem is that people keep on phoning me at home when I'm at 
work, so a day gets lost every time. And I *know* that my work number is out there, because one bunch phoned 
me at home on Wednesday morning, and then phoned me at work on Thursday. The upshot is that my car was 
taken away today (Friday 15th) for "two or three days" if all goes well. This is cutting it a bit fine for Christmas, 
when I intend to drive off to see my sister. If I don't get my car back then I can EITHER drive in the courtesy car 
to which I have taken an instant dislike (subject to the suppliers' approval) OR go with my brother. If I'm going to 
spend five hours in a car, then I have a strong preference for being the driver and not the passenger.  

I hope that everything has now been sorted. What was wrong with the courtesy car? 
 
David Cowie Lesson learned: don't get too close to the car in front. If I had been further behind Car 
A, then I could have braked more gently, and Car B would probably have missed me.  

A very valuable lesson, especially in the coming winter months. 
 
Dane Maslen I found that the two Dominion expansions prior to Nocturne (Adventures and Empires) 
added a lot to the game in terms of providing extra things to consider in one's attempt to score VPs, though I 
know people that felt they made the game too complicated.  So far I've only played with the selection of 
Nocturne cards that were available on Dominion Online during the preview week because I was away in 
Tenerife when Nocturne was released and I've been too busy in the week or so since my return to play online.  
Although I liked some of the new mechanics, e.g. Heirlooms and the Night phase, I was concerned that Boons 
and Hexes were going to prove fiddly in a ftf game, but I've not yet had the opportunity to try a ftf game as alas 
my copy of the game didn't arrive in time for my most recent Dominion session.  Indeed it won't arrive until after 
I head off to Gran Canaria for my next dose of winter warmth and sunshine over Xmas and the New Year, so it 
will be quite some time before I get to play with the new expansion. 

We stopped getting the expansions after Dark Ages, which seemed to over complicate the game. I 

rarely find that expansions improve significantly on a game – Fresco may be an exception, although I 

was taught the game with the expansions. For Christmas, I received copies of Yokohama, El Dorado 

and Century Spice Road for Christmas – all excellent games. I also had an excellent poker night a 

week ago so I’m thinking to put the winnings towards a copy of Great Western Trails.  

 
Allan Stagg We have had some communication from Sam in Australia - he has posted photos of 
himself surfing, and with Kangaroos.  Not much feedback about work, though. 

I’m sure he is working too – it’s good to hear is having a good time. 
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Harv Barker I wondered if you (or any of your other readers) knew of any existing zines that have a 
big RPG bent? I'd like to go back into that again, I miss it to be honest. I was a huge fan of Bela Lugosi's dead 
way back when and took part in the RP elements of Pigbutton, but it's been an unknown to me for around 10-15 
years at least. 

There aren’t too many zines left to my knowledge now, as much has gone online and most have their 

niches. Brendan Whyte’s “Damn the Consequences” features very well written articles about 

Brendan’s many travels to distant places I shall probably never see. Brad Martin’s “Western Front” 

features excellent military history and history articles plus reprints of leftwing, political articles. 

WIMM, ODE and Devolution are both mainly warehouse zines for Railway Rivals and Bus Boss (plus 

Diplomacy and a few others in ODE) although WIMM also features Conrad’s fun tales of life in 

California. I think Paul Evans may still run a zine with En Garde, but I don’t trade or subscribe to 

this. Maybe some of the other readers may be able to help. 
 
Carolyn Townsend Mike has already looked at the line up for Croppers and is excited by it especially the 
Levellers.   

We have already received our Croppers tickets – I like to get them during the first sale around 

Christmas in case there are problems with the delivery. Happy to see both the Levellers and Al 

Stewart back on the setlist; and with that cheery, summery thought, it’s a wrap. 
 
 

* * * * * 
 

BY POPULAR DEMAND 
 

Round 10 – The End 
 
Andy’s order last turn were misdirected to the wrong e-mail. His orders were 
 
1) Laurel and Hardy (the Austin Film Society is screening a couple of theirs in coming month, this month was 
Buster Keaton). 
2) Trump White House, not a sitcom you say, sure seems like one. I'll go with "Big Bang Theory" 
3) "A Comedy of Errors" comes to mind 
4) Oh, so many...Ball, Burnett, Fey, Leachman, Kahn, French....I'll go with Carol Burnett 
5) Richard Pryor (again, so many good ones) 
6) Mel Brooks (first one that came to mind, but many others) 
 
I added these into the scores for last round. The changes, which I have added to the carried over scores were 
as follows - John Walker +1, Martin Walker + 2, Steve Guest +1, Steve Ham +1, Michael Pargman +1, Dane 
Maslen +3, Roger Trethewey +1, Brad Martin +2, Jacqueline Reader +1, Murray Egan +1, Bob Gingell +1, Harv 
Barker +1 and Andy York +13.  
 
1. One of the Seven Deadly Sins: Lust (15): Greed, Pride, Gluttony and Envy all score 1 

I suspect that Lust may remain the most popular, but it will be interesting to see which others score 

the most. Will we get all seven? No – we missed out on wrath (no surprise) and sloth. 
2. A Prophet: Mohammed (7), Saint John the Baptist (2), Abraham (2), Nostradamus(2), Moses (2): Elijah, 
Jeremiah, Jesus and Isaiah all score 1 

I had Nostradamus in mind when I set the question and theme, but it will be interesting to see what 

biblical prophets come up. 
3. A Natural Catastrophe: Earthquake (12), Flood (4). Tsunami (2) and Volcano scores 1 

This is one of the more open questions so lets see what range of answers we get. Having lived in 

Japan, earthquake was a fairly easy choice. 
4. A Disease or Pandemic: Flu / Influenza (9), Ebola (2), Salmonella (2): Spanish Flu, Bird Flu, Salmonella, 
Malaria, Anthrax and Smallpox all score 1  

I suspect that Spanish Flu will score well, but this is one of the trickier questions. 
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5. A deity associated with death: Hades (6), Osiris (3), Anubis (3), Pluto (2): Shiva, Isis, Odin and the Grim 
Reaper all score 1 

Lots to choose from here. 
6. Horseman of the Apocalypse: Death (9), War (4), Famine (3), Christ in the White Horse (2) and Pestilence 
scores 1. 

Death is usually first so I think he will “win”. Will we get all four? 
 

Player Deadly 
Sin 

Prophet Catastrophe Pandemic Death God Horseman  

Martin 
Walker 

Lust* Mohammed Earthquake Influenza Grim 
Reaper 

Death 68 
(646) 

John Walker 
 

Lust Abraham Earthquake* Ebola Hades Famine 52 
(631) 

Steve Guest 
 

Pride Mohammed Earthquake Influenza Anubis Death 41 
(595) 

Dane Maslen 
 

Lust Mohammed Earthquake Flu Pluto Death 54 
 (586) 

Steve Ham Gluttony Isaiah Earthquake Flu* Hades Pestilence 39 
 (581) 

Michael 
Pargman 

Lust Mohammed* Flood Cholera Hades White Horse 42 
(580) 

Brendan 
Whyte 

Lust* Mohammed Tsunami Flu Shiva War 53 
 (567) 

Allan Stagg 
 

Lust* Jesus Volcano Influenza Pluto Famine 46 
 (561) 

Roger 
Trethewey 

Lust Jeremiah Earthquake Salmonell
a* 

Isis Christ on 
White Horse 

35 
 (539) 

Brad Martin 
 

Lust Abraham Flood Influenza Osiris Famine 36 
 (516) 

Richard 
Smith 

Lust Nostradamus* Flood Ebola Anubis War 32 
 (511) 

Jacqueline 
Reader 

Lust* Mohammed Earthquake Bird Flu Anubis Death 62 
 (503) 

Harv Barker Lust* Moses Earthquake Salmonell
a 

Odin War 51 
(500) 

Murray Egan 
 

Lust Moses* Earthquake Smallpox Hades Death 47 
 (485) 

Bob Gingell 
 

Lust Elijah Flood Anthrax Hades* Death 42 
 (472) 

Chris Hibbert 
 

Lust* Saint John Earthquake Flu Hades War 63 
 (480) 

Andrew York 
 

Greed Mohammed Earthquake Flu Osiris Death* 50 
 (467) 

Arthur Owen 
 

Envy Saint John Tsunami Malaria - Death*      24 
(367) 

MY 
CHOICES 

Lust* Nostradamus Earthquake Spanish 
Flu 

Osiris Death 57 
 (548) 

 
In this round, the top scorer this round was Martin Walker who scored 68 from a maximum of 73. An 
honourable mention to Jacqueline Reader who would have been top scorer had I not scored Bird Flu (and 
Spanish Flu) separately from influenza.  
 
 
 
And now, the players comments section 
 
Brendan Whyte  
6. ‘the blue one’?  War! 
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Steve Guest 
#1 Lust came first to mind, but pride is the “master” one. 
#2 There are two obvious ones (to me). Which one to go for? 
#5 Lots of these, this is the one I always thought scary, but will others? 
#6 Assuming prompt from #5. 
 
Dane Maslen 
I'll play my joker on category 6.  I was originally going to play it on the first category, but then decided that 
category 5 ought to prompt people to answer DEATH for the final category.  On the other hand I know from 
running BPD games that players usually aren't influenced by prompts present in the game report, so maybe I'm 
making a mistake. 
In Christianity there are several plausible options for the prophet (I'd probably have gone for Isaiah as he was 
the one that first came to mind), so I've turned to Islam for my answer.  I hope others will do likewise. 
Will other people think of the great flu pandemic after World War I?  Will Hades be more popular than Pluto? 
 
Chris Hibbert 
1) Lust; I had gluttony, but I think Lust is much more in the news in the US recently. 
3) Earthquake (I'm in California, and we've been feeling some minor temblors recently.) 
 
Richard Smith 
3) A natural catastrophe - 1931 CHINA FLOODS 
5) A deity associated with death – ANUBIS (may have been influenced by watching American Gods) 
6) One of the four horsemen of the apocalypse = WAR (RED HORSE) 
 
Harv Barker 
Another game I love but suck at! 

 

Congratulations to Martin Walker 
Game end statements welcome 

 
 

BY FAIRLY POPULAR DEMAND 
 

Round 1 – Game Start 
 
The new game will use the Fairly Popular Demand variant where the most popular answer will score zero. 
There are no jokers in this variant. 
 
The literary first round questions are 
  

1) A writer of crime fiction 
2) A writer of horror fiction 
3) A writer of science fiction or fantasy 
4) A poet 
5) A 19

th
 century author 

6) An 18
th
 century author 

 
A special rule for this round is that you must give at least one male and female author in your 6 answers. 
Players that give 6 male or 6 female authors will have their lowest scoring answer (not a zero) also counted as 
zero. 
 

* * * * * 
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LYRIC QUIZ 
 

Game Thirteen – Round Three 
 
Andy’s orders for last round were sent to the wrong GM. His orders were 
 
1.Once in a life time- the talking heads 
2.I ran so far away- A Flock of Seagulls. 
3.Safety dance.  ? 
5.Reelin in the years – steely dan 
6.Devil woman – 
7.Wichita lineman – Glenn Campbell 
9.Be my little baby- ? 
 
So he scored a total of 11 which has been added to his carry over points this round. 
 
1) “I'm breaking in, shaping up, then checking out on the prison bus, This is it, the apocalypse” (2010s) 

“Radioactive” by Imagine Dragons 
Jacqueline Reader, Andy York, David Cowie 
 
2) “It starts with one; One thing I don't know why, It doesn't even matter how hard you try” (2000s) 
 “In the End” by Linkin Park (RIP Chester Bennington) 
Harv Barker (band only) 
 
3) “Take your time, Hurry up, The choice is yours, Don't be late” (1990s) 

“Come as you Are” by Nirvana 
Andy York, Murray Egan, Steve Guest, Richard Smith, Harv Barker 
 
4) “The language of love, Slips from my lover's tongue, Cooler than ice cream and warmer than the sun” 
(1980s) 

“Who’s That Girl” by The Eurythmics 
Andy York, David Cowie, Harv Barker (song only) 
 
5) “You fill up my senses, Like a night in a forest, Like the mountains in springtime, Like a walk in the rain” 
(1970s) 

“Annie’s Song” by John Denver 
Brendan Whyte (singer only), Jacqueline Reader, Andy York, John Hopkins, Martin Walker, David Cowie, John 
Walker, Murray Egan (song only), Steve Guest, Dane Maslen, Richard Smith 
 
6) “Yes, they'll all come to see me, In the shade of that old oak tree” (1960s) 

“Green Green Grass of Home” by Tom Jones 
Jacqueline Reader, John Hopkins, Arthur Owen, Martin Walker, Murray Egan, Steve Guest, Dane Maslen, 
Richard Smith, Harv Barker 
 
7) “All of my love, All of my kissin', You don't know what you've been a-missin'” (1950s) 

“Oh Boy” by Buddy Holly or Mud 
Brendan Whyte (song only), Jacqueline Reader, Andy York, John Hopkins, Arthur Owen, Martin Walker (song 
only), David Cowie, John Walker, Steve Guest, Dane Maslen, Richard Smith (song only), Harv Barker 
 
8) “For he saw the riders comin' hard, And he heard their mournful cry., ippee-yi-ay, yippee-yi-o” (1940s) 

“Riders in the Sky” by Frankie Laine or Vaughn Monroe 
Brendan Whyte (song only), Andy York (song only), John Hopkins, Arthur Owen (song only), David Cowie 
(song only), Dane Maslen (song only), Richard Smith (song only), Harv Barker (song only) 
 
9) “Ho-dee ho-dee ho, Ho-dee ho-dee ho, Hi-dee hi-dee hi-dee hi, Hi-dee hi-dee hi-dee hi” (1930s) 

“Minnie the Moocher” by Cab Calloway 
Brendan Whyte (song only), John Hopkins (song only), David Cowie, Murray Egan (song only), Steve Guest 
(song only), Harv Barker (song only) 
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10) “No one to talk with, All by myself, No one to walk with, But I'm happy on the shelf” (1920s) 
 “Ain’t Misbehavion’” by Fats Waller 

Andy York (song only), John Hopkins 
 

Scores 
 
John Hopkins 11 (35) 
David Cowie 11 (31)   
Andy York 11 (30) 
Harv Barker 10 (29) 
Jacqueline Reader   8 (28)   
Richard Smith   8 (24) 
Brendan Whyte   5 (24)   
Murray Egan   6 (22)  
Martin Walker   5 (22)  
Steve Guest   9 (21)   
Dane Maslen   7 (19) 
Arthur Owen   5 (12) 
John Walker   4 (10)  
Chris Hibbert   0 (1) 
 

Comments 
 
Brendan Whyte 
5. John Denver. Come Fill me again 
6. Johnny Cash, Tie a Yellow Ribbon 
9. Minnie the moocher. Blues brothers.  Fry & Laurie.  
 
Jacqueline Reader 
4. Power of love Frankie goes to Hollywood 
6. Yellow Ribbon tony Orlando (Change answer to Tom Jones, Green Green Grass of Home) 
 
Andy York 
10) Ain't Misbehavin'; Guessing Billie Holiday was the first (Louie Armstrong, Sarah Vaughn are others) 
 
John Hopkins 
5.  “Annie’s Song”, by the much-missed John Denver (born in Roswell, no less, and apparently died when 
crashing his plane – but I think he probably got taken back to the Mother Ship) 
6. “Green, green grass of home”, by Tom Jones (he should have been taken, in place of John Denver) 
7. “Oh Boy”, by Buddy Holly (I’d swap Tom Jones for him, too) 
8. “Ghost Riders in the Sky”, by Marty Robbins, Johnny Cash and others (even the Shadows did an 
instrumental version) 
9. “Minnie the Moocher”, by (Dunno, Guv) – I had thought this might be from the dreadful, but compulsive, TV 
show “Hi-dee-hi!”, until I saw the 1930s date 
10. “Ain’t Misbehavin’”, by Fats Waller and many others 
 
Arthur Owen 
5. Should know this one but!! 
8. Either Rawhide or Ghost Riders in the Sky 
10. All by myself or is that too simple 
 
Dane Maslen 
7) “Oh Boy (??) by Buddy Holly (??).  I recognise the song, but don't know its title, and I'm guessing wildly when 
it comes to the artist. 
8) “Ghost Riders in the Sky.  I probably ought to know the artist, but I don't. 
9) Alas only familiar to me as the theme tune to a sitcom. 
 
Harv Barker 
1 - no idea but I feel I should know it 
2 - Linkin Park, don't know the song name 
4 - Who's that girl, Annie Lennox 
6 - Tom Jones, Green green grass of home 
7 - Buddy Holly, oh boy! 
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8 - Sure it's Ghost riders in the sky, but no idea who it's by - gonna say it's too new for John Denver? 
9 - God I should know this, Fry and Laurie did a version, which they called Minnie the Moocher (?) but I don't 
think that's the original. 
This game, honestly, sometimes I get a bunch, other times I'm shocking. 
 
 
Anyone can play – score 1 point for the song and 1 point for the artist. The lyrics for next round are –  
 
1) “We're going to Parti', Karamu', Fiesta, forever, Come on and sing along” (1980s) 
2) “When the world comes in, They come, they come, To build a wall between us , We know they won't win” 
(1980s) 
3) “Turning and returning to some secret place inside, Watching in slow motion as you turn around and say” 
(1980s) 
4) “Yeah, they was dancin' and singin' and movin' to the groovin' And just when it hit me somebody turned 
around and shouted” (1970s) 
5) “If I leave here tomorrow, Would you still remember me, For I must be travelin' on now” (1970s) 
6) “Stop your fooling around (ah-ah-ah), Time you straighten right out (ah-ah-ah), Better think of your future (ah-
ah-ah)” (1970s) 
7) “Sittin' in the mornin' sun, I'll be sittin' when the evenin' comes, Watching the ships roll in” (1950s) 
8) “Faces look ugly when you're alone, Women seem wicked when you're unwanted , Streets are uneven when 
you're down” (1960s) 
9) “Gotta get down to it, Soldiers are cutting us down, Should have been done long ago.” (1960s) 
10) “'Cause the walls start shaking, The earth was quaking, My mind was aching and we were making it” 
(1970s) 

 

* * * * * 
 

6 NIMMT! 
 

Game Twelve – Mostly Turn Five 
 
Everyone except Brad gets a share of the points, although Steve gets a larger share than most. The columns 
are starting to fill. 
 

HAND 1 HAND 2 HAND 3 HAND 4 

   104  72   30   15 88   65 

90  63 103 71 57  103 29  52 10 85 95 82 63 

83 86 49 100 53 55 70 100 27 24 48 9 73 91 81 17 

72 75 21 98 47 51 42 99 25 20 45 5 71 90 80 15 

71 70 18* 96 5 49 39! 82 23 8 35 3 67 89 78 9@ 

6 6 4 7 5 11 5 10 8 5 6 9 10 7 6 7 

 
Brad Martin plays 104 in Hand 1, 19 in Hand 2, 15 in Hand 3 and 15 in Hand 4.   Score = 0 
Dane Maslen plays 18 in Hand 1, 70 in Hand 2, 9 in Hand 3 and 65 in Hand 4.   Score = 6 
Steve Ham plays 63 in Hand 1, 39 in Hand 2, 10 in Hand 3 and 17 in Hand 4.    Score = 14 
Tom Howell plays 49 in Hand 1, 42 in Hand 2, 3 in Hand 3 and 63 in Hand 4. .  Score = 15 
Kev Lee plays 21 in Hand 1, 20 in Hand 2, 5 in Hand 3 and 9 in Hand 4.    Score = 16 
 
* Dane takes column 3 of hand 1 for 2 points. 
! Steve takes column 3 of hand 2 for 9 points. 
# Tom takes column 4 of hand 3 for 1 point. 
@ Kev takes column 4 of hand 4 for 2 points. 
 
Comment 
 
Steve Ham I've recently been playing some games and have noticed that 5 is not the best number as cards 
tend to be placed on the same row (Hand 4 at least). 
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There are some that would say the opposite – that five is the optimum number as it removes the chance 

for an “insto-doom” when 6 players play on the same row, ensuring someone gets stuffed with little 

predictability. 
 

Game Thirteen – Turn Five 
 
“Jacqueline divorces husband on grounds of crap card dealing.” Arthur tries to play a 4 in hand 2, but this has 
already been played so I substituted the most appropriate card from his hand. A quiet round with little change to 
the scoreboard but the hands are filling up again. 
 

HAND 1 HAND 2 HAND 3 HAND 4 

   102 99      40 44 63    

 55 43 100 83   101  13 39 43 58    

 52 40 87 49 76  100  12 37 42 56  49  

92 47 32 85 14 40 21 67  11 30 35 53  47  

68 11 28 78 4 17 9 57 33 5! 29 31 50 90 12 99 

2 14 6 8 9 5 2 6 5 9 9 10 7 3 3 5 

 
Carolyn Townsend plays 43 in Hand 1, 99 in Hand 2, 11 in Hand 3 and 47 in Hand 4.  Score = 1 
John Walker plays 55 in Hand 1, 21 in Hand 2, 12 in Hand 3 and 49 in Hand 4.   Score = 5 
Arthur Owen plays 40 in Hand 1, 9 to column 3 in Hand 2, 13 in Hand 3 and 63 in Hand 4. Score = 23 
Jacqueline Reader plays 52 in Hand 1, 76 in Hand 2, 5 to column 2 in Hand 3 and 12 in Hand 4. Score = 33 
 
* Arthur takes column 3 of hand 2 for 2 points. 
! Jacqueline takes column 2 of hand 3 for 3 points. 
# Jacqueline takes column 3 of hand 4 for 1 point. 
 

* * * * * 
 

BREAKING AWAY 9 
 

Turn Five 
 

The first sprint is over with four teams scoring points. The peloton closes at the back, which is good news for 
some, but Celeborn effects a perfect break away and hares into the lead. 
 
ROYAL ELVES (Allan Stagg) 7 points   THE FOUR HORSEMEN (Richard Smith) 11 points 
A. Galadriel (5)  14, 12, 2, 11   A. Dawkins (8)  4, 5, 7, 9 
B. Celeborn (2)  7, 3, 7     B. Dennett (3)   14, 11, 6 
C. Elrond   5, 5, 8    C. Harris   3, 8, 5 
D. Arwen   5, 3, 8    D. Hitchens   3, 3, 3 
 
ALTERNATVE FACT PEDALLERS(Bob Pitman) pts RHYME SCHEMES (Chris Hibbert)  7 points 
A. Donald J Trump   3, 7, 6, 4   A. ABAB    11, 5, 7 
B. Michael Gove 4, 10, 6    B. ABBA (1)  5, 9, 11 
C. Vladimir Putin 3, 5, 3    C. AABB      5, 3, 8 
D. Nigel Farage  9, 6, 2    D. AABBA (6)  5, 4, 5 
 
THE MAGIC ROUNDABOUT (Jonathan Amery)  pts  FARMYARD FOLK (Steve Ham)  14 points 
A. Zebedee  8, 6, 3, 1   A. Chicken Licken 14, 7, 4, 5   
B. Ermintrude  10, 8, 9    B. Turkey Lurkey (4) 11, 12, 10 
C. Florence  3, 12, 8    C. Foxy Woxy  10, 12, 5 
D. Dougal  9, 8, 3     D. Lucky Ducky (10) 3, 3, 2   
  
The rules for this game can be found at http://www.fwtwr.com/postal_games/breaking_away.htm.   
 

 

http://www.fwtwr.com/postal_games/breaking_away.htm
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Square Replacement Riders 

54 7 Celeborn (7
th
) 

53 -  

52 -  

51 -  

50 -  

49 -  

48 -  

47 3 Lucky Ducky (1
st
), AABB 

46 5 ABBA (8
th
), AABBA (3

rd
) 

45 7 Dawkins (2
nd

) 

44 8 Zebedee, Elrond, Arwen 

43 11 Galadriel (4
th
), Turkey Lurkey (5

th
), Dennett (6

th
) 

42 -  

41 3 Hitchens 

40 4 Harris 

39 5 ABAB, Vladimir Putin 

38 7 Donald J Trump 

37 8 Dougal 

36 9 Nigel Farage 

35 10 Michael Gove, Ermintrude 

34 12 Foxy Woxy, Florence 

33 14 Chicken Licken 

 

* * * * * 
 

BUS BOSS (GALICIA) BB362GAL 
 

Round Six 
 
43:  Melide – Lugo – Pedrafito do Cebreiro 
Conrad von Metzke, purple Bank: 64 – 12 = 52 
 
SLAG:  Lugo - Lourneza - Ribadao 
Richard Smith, blue  Bank: 61 – 11 = 50 
 
HOLA:  Vilalba – Lourenza; Guitiriz - Lugo 
Brad Martin, brown  Bank: 60 – 12 = 48 
 
REAR:  Ourense - Verin 
Kev Lee, Red  Bank: 60 – 11 = 49 
 
?  Lourenza – Foz - Viveiro 
Arthur Owen, Green  Bank: 65 – 10 = 55 
 
The first set of races is  
1) Viveiro (4D) – Lalin (9H):   2) Santa Comba (6C) – Castile and Leon (10S) 
3) Monforte de Lemos (3S) – Betanzos (9D): 4) Ourense (KH) – Santiago de Compostela (KC) 
5) Lugo (6S) – Os Banos (10H):   6) Vilalba (5D) – Melide (9C) 
7) A Rua (2S) – Guitiriz (10D):   8) O Grove (AH) – Carnota (4C) 
9) O Ferrol (6D) – Silleda (10C) 
 
Enter up to 5 races. The build order for next round is Brad, Kev, Richard, Conrad and Arthur. 
 
Note that some of the numbers on the map for track length may be wrong. The track itself is clear, but the 
number below is wrong (or partly deleted). The next turn build order is Conrad, Richard, Brad, Kev and Arthur. 
We will be playing the special Pilgrimage race rules. This is a special set of 8 races that follow the known 
pilgrimage routes to Santiago, which will be raced in turn 13. The races are 
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Camiño Primitivo: Asturias Connection, Lugo, Melide, Guitiriz to Santiago de Compostela 
Camiño Francés: Pedrafito do Cebreiro, Melide to Santiago de Compostela 
Camiño do Sueste: Verin, Ourense, Silleda to Santiago de Compostela 
Camiño Portugués: Tui, Pontevedra to Santiago de Compostela 
Ruta do Mar de Arousa: O Grove, Vilanova de Arousa to Santiago de Compostela 
Camiño del Norte: Ribadao, Lourenzá, Vilalba, Guitiriz to Santiago de Compostela 
Camiño Inglés: A Coruña or Ferrol, Betanzos to Santiago de Compostela 
Camiño de Fisterra – Muxia: Santiago de Compostela, Santa Comba, Muxia to Fisterra 
 
Note that all entries must pass through each of the towns listed. 

 

* * * * * 
 

CAFÉ INTERNATIONAL 9 
 

Round Six 
 
John plays fJOK to IND2 scoring 8 points 
Kev plays mRUS to RUS2 and mRUS to RUS1 to scoring 6 points 
Brad plays fTUR to TUR2 and mFRA to FRA2 scoring 5 points 
Steve plays mTUR to TUR 2 and fESP to GB.ESP scoring 5 points 
 

             

 AFR1  ITA1  ITA2  CHI1  CHI2  ESP1  

             

 AFR2  GB1      GB2 fES ESP2  

           mES  

 CUB1          RUS1 mRU 

      Bar  
- 2 

    fRU  

 CUB2          RUS2 mRU 

         mFR  mIN  

 TUR1  FRA1      FRA2 fIN IND1 fIN 

   fDE    fUS  mFR  mIN  

fTU TUR2 mTU DEU1 fDE DEU2 mJO USA1 fUS USA2 fIN IND2 fJO 

 mTU  mDE    mUS  mUS  mIN  
 

Bar:  mITA, mITA, mRUS, fAFR, mAFR, fCHI 
 
Steve Ham  female: JOK, GB, ITA, FRA male: AFR   score 21 
John Walker  female: RUS   male: GB, AFR   score 29 
Kev Lee  female: ESP   male: JOK, AFR, USA, CHI score 14 
Brad Martin  female: FRA, CUB  male: CUB, ESP  score 29 
 
The turn order for next round is Kev, Brad, Steve and John.  
 
Question 
 

Steve Ham Is there any particular reason why Kev and I have 5 cards, but John and Brad have 4? 

Brad and John have both completed single nationality tables which means that they do not receive a 

replacement customer. One of the game end conditions is a player completing 5 single Nationality 

tables so having no customers to play. John completed a second single Nationality table this round, so 

now he only has 3 customers. 
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THE GOLDEN STRIDER 4 
 

Turn Five 
 
An unexpected NMR from Arthur who sent orders for all his other games – his moves were made by the GM 
this turn. 
 

P S Runner Cards P D M B R O 

1 18 Fartlek Pain  
Bob Pitman 

4/0, 2/0, 10/2, 8/3, 8/4, 4/5 2/0 0 0 2 4 0 

2 16 Creepy Crawler 
Roger Trethewey 

5/0, 6/0, 9/2, 8/3, 5/4, 9/5 6/0 0 2 4 9 0 

3 13 Spenda Penny 
Steve Ham 

10/0, 9/1, 4/2, 0/3, 10/4, 8/5 10/4 4 3 3 8 1 

4 12 Tom McLazy 
Richard Smith 

4/0, 9/1, 10/2, 10/3, 8/4, 10/5 9/1 3 2 4 10 0 

4 12 Pheidippides 
Chris Hibbert 

3/0, 8/0, 9/1, 9/3, 6/4, 10/5 8/0 0 4 4 10 2 

6 11 Les Pharaoh 
Arthur Owen NMR 

6/0, 6/1, 10/2, 10/3, 8/4, 6/5 6/0 2 2 2 6 0 

6 11 Hugo Larst 
Bob Gingell 

5/0, 10/0, 2/2, 9/3, 8/4, 6/5 5/0 0 3 2 6 0 

8 10 Xavier Vincent 
CIV John Walker 

8/0, 9/1, 10/2, 8/3, 8/4, 8/5 8/0 0 4 4 8 0 

 
Question 
 
Can you remind me how long is this race? 

This is a 60 space race. 
 

* * * * * 
 

GRAND NATIONAL 2 
 

Rules 
 
Each player takes the part of one or more jockeys who will attempt to safely negotiate the various fences and 
finish first. Each Jockey starts with 500 Jumping Points (JP’s) which they use up in attempting to clear each 
fence. Each Jockey chooses a number of JP’s for each fence in a turn. If a player has more than one horse, a 
different number must be chosen for each, and if they fail to do this one will have its number of JP’s increased 
by one.  
 
Each turn a player will submit orders for the next two fences. In the event of an NMR, each horse will use the 
same number of JP’s as one the previous turn. In the event of a player only submitting orders for one fence in a 
turn, the same numbers will be used for the second fence in the turn. 
 
At each fence there are trouble numbers (TN). These will usually be determined by the number of JP’s played 
by the jockeys. All jockeys playing the same number of JP’s as the trouble number will either Fall or Stumble at 
that fence. To decide if a horse falls or stumbles a die is rolled for each horse, using a D6 for a plain fence, and 
a D8 for all other fences. If the rolled number is more than the number of horses in trouble, then the horse falls. 
If it is equal or less, then the horse stumbles and loses 20 JP.  
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The trouble numbers are as follows –  
 

Fence Trouble number(s) 

Plain Equal to the lowest JP played 

Open Ditch Generated by rolling a D8 and a D12 giving one or two TN’s 

Becher’s Brook Highest and Lowest JP, Lowest JP+1, Highest JP -1 

Valentine’s Highest and Lowest JP 

Canal Turn Lowest JP and Lowest JP+1. The Jockey playing the highest JP gets 
a bonus of +30 JP 

The Chair Generated by rolling a D8, a D12 and a D20 generating 1, 2, or 3 
TN’s 

Water Jump Those within 1 of the average number of JP played. If no one played 
a TN, then the TN is the lowest number of JP’s. Also the jockey 
playing the highest number of JP’s gets a Bonus of +30 JP 

 
Fallers at fences cause problems for other riders: Anyone playing 1JP more or less than the trouble number 
where a horse falls will stumble and lose 10 JP. A horse with insufficient JP’s for a stumble falls instead. A 
horse can only stumble once at each fence.  
 
Once the final fence has been jumped, the finishers are ranked according to the number of JP’s left. If a horse 
has no JP’s the horse is pulled up 
 
Fence 1/17 Plain  Fence 6/22 Beechers Brook   Fence 11/27 Open Ditch 
Fence 2/18 Plain  Fence 7/23 Plain    Fence 12/28 Plain 
Fence 3/19 Open Ditch  Fence 8/24 Canal Turn    Fence 13/29 Plain 
Fence 4/20 Plain  Fence 9/25 Valentines Brook   Fence 14/30 Plain 
Fence 5/21 Plain  Fence 10/26 Plain    Fence 15 The Chair  
Fence 16 The Water Jump 
   
The following horses, played by the GM, will also start the race and move as described below. 
 
MISTER CONSISTENT (16 at each fence) 
MEDIATOR (3D8) 
LOUNGE LIZARD (21 at the Chair, 12 + D6 at each other fence) 
FADE AWAY (23 at the start then reducing by 1 at each odd numbered fence thereafter) 
SLOW RISER (9 at the start then increasing by 1 at each odd numbered fence thereafter) 
METRO GNOME (19 at odd numbered fences and 14 at even numbered fences) 
AQUARIUS (36 at Water Jump, 2D6 + 9 at all other fences) 
CHAOS THEORY (5D6 – 1) 
MIDDLE MAN (20 at first fence, then median of JPs used by other horses at previous fence) 

 
Game Start 
 
All active players in Polar Pig have been given two horses for the big race. Each turn will consist of two different 
fences – all you have to do is tell me how many jump points you want to spend for each fence. All horses start 
with 500 jump points (JP). The first two fences are both plain fences so horses playing the lowest number of 
jump points will get into trouble and either fall (out of race) or stumble (lose 20 JP 
 

Player Horse Fence 1 JP Fence 2 JP JP Remaining 

Bob Gingell    500 

Bob Gingell    500 

Cian Owen    500 

Cian Owen    500 

Arthur Owen    500 

Arthur Owen    500 

Steve Guest    500 

Steve Guest    500 

John Walker    500 

John Walker    500 

Kev Lee    500 

Kev Lee    500 
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Steve Ham    500 

Steve Ham    500 

Brad Martin    500 

Brad Martin    500 

Brendan Whyte    500 

Brendan Whyte    500 

Allan Stagg    500 

Allan Stagg    500 

Richard Smith    500 

Richard Smith    500 

Chris Hibbert    500 

Chris Hibbert    500 

Judy Ferguson    500 

Judy Ferguson    500 

Bob Pitman    500 

Bob Pitman    500 

Carolyn Townsend    500 

Carolyn Townsend    500 

Mike Townsend    500 

Mike Townsend    500 

Tom Howell    500 

Tom Howell    500 

Jacqueline Reader    500 

Jacqueline Reader    500 

Dane Maslen    500 

Dane Maslen    500 

Andy York    500 

Andy York    500 

John Hopkins    500 

John Hopkins    500 

Murray Egan    500 

Murray Egan    500 

John Marsden    500 

John Marsden    500 

Roger Trethewey    500 

Roger Trethewey    500 

Michael Pargman    500 

Michael Pargman    500 

Jon Carter    500 

Jon Carter    500 

David Cowie    500 

David Cowie    500 

Jonathan Amery    500 

Jonathan Amery    500 

NPC Mr Consistent   500 

NPC Mediator   500 

NPC Lounge Lizard   500 

NPC Fade Away   500 

NPC Slow Riser   500 

NPC Metro Gnome   500 

NPC Aquarius   500 

NPC Chaos Theory   500 

NPC Middle Man   500 

 
 

* * * * * 
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HARE AND TORTOISE 
 

Game Five – Game Start 
 
This game will be a five player game. The following players have all signed up for the game - Arthur Owen, 
John Walker, Kev Lee, Brad Martin and Howard Bishop. Copies of the map will be emailed to all players 
(posted to Arthur) and the start details are shown below. Please can you send your (provisional) orders for your 
first move, together with a name for your bunny (or tortoise) for next issue. 
 

Player Start Square Finish Square Carrots Lettuces Next Turn 

Howard Bishop 64  65 3 1 and 7 

Brad Martin 64  65 3 2 

John Walker 64  65 3 3 

Kev Lee 64  65 3 4 

Arthur Owen 64  65 3 5 

 

* * * * * 
 

MANEATER 4 
 

 
 
Round Four 
 
Game One:  Roger Green bravely swam towards the fin as it moved away in another fruitless 
search. Roger Blue encounters a freak current that propels onto island beach C. 
 
Game Two:  Red Roger failed in his battle against the tide and was carried back to his starting 
position. Richard Green felt the tide pulling him forward but he couldn’t move around the rocks. 
 
Game Three: Freak currents came to team Richard’s help in a big way this turn as both swimmers 
were taken to island beaches by freak currents. Arthur  misjudged the distance to one of the beaches, but 
fortunately the shark wasn’t close enough to pay. 
 

 Game 1  Game 2  Game 
3 

 

SHARK Richard 110 to 73 Arthur 133 to 99 Roger 99 to 110 

RED SWIMMER Arthur 51 to 76 Roger 10 to 8* (10) Richard 10 to 8* (A) 

GREEN SWIMMER Roger 87 to 110 Richard 61 to 48* Arthur 87 to 73 

BLUE SWIMMER Roger 223 to 221* (C) Richard 123 to B Arthur 175 to C 

YELLOW SWIMMER Arthur 177 to 188 Roger 224 to 222 Richard 223 to 221* (C) 

 
Scores 
 
Richard 0 
Arthur 0 
Roger 0 
 

* * * * * 
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MISSION: RED PLANET 
 

Game One - Round Nine 
 
The Countdown 
 
9 – John plays a Recruiter and places his astronaut on the Vastitas Borealis ship. 
8 – Andy plays an Explorer. He place his astronaut in the Hellas and then moves 1 person from Valles 
Marineris to Ausonia (2 moves) and another to Syrtis Major (1 move) 
7 – No Scientists are played 
6 – Richard plays a Secret Agent and places his astronauts on the Tritonis Sinus and Vastitas Borealis ships. 
The Vastitas Borealis ship then launches and Richard forces the Tritonis Sinus ship to launch. 
5 – No Saboteurs are played 
4 – No Femme Fatales are played 
3 – No Travel Agents are played 
2 – No Soldiers are played 
1 – Brad plays a Pilot: he places his 2 Astronauts in Mare Tyrrhenum ship which then launches and redirects 
the Hellas ship to Mare Serpentis 
 

Player Characters In 
Hand 

Character 
Played 

Astronauts In Play Resources Mined 

Brad Martin Recruiter 
Explorer 
Scientist  
Secret Agent 
Saboteur 
Travel Agent  
Soldier  

Femme Fatale 
Pilot 

3 on Hellas 
2 on Mare Serpentis 
1 on Tritonis Sinus 
6 on Mare Tyrrhenum 
5 on Ausonia 
 
 

3 Celerium 
3 Ice 
3 Sylvanite 

Barsoom or 
Bust 
Andy York 

Recruiter 
Scientist  
Saboteur 
Soldier  
Pilot 

Femme Fatale 
Travel Agent  
Secret Agent 
Explorer 
 

3 on Mare Serpentis 
2 on Valles Marineris 
2 on Mare Tyrrhenum 
1 on Sinus Sabeus 
3 on Phobos 
1 on Vastitas Borealis 
1 on Hellas ship 
1 on Syrtis Major 
1 on Ausonia 

1 Ice 
3 Celerium 

Richard Smith Recruiter 
Explorer  
Saboteur 
Soldier  
Pilot 

Scientist 
Travel Agent 
Femme Fatale  
Secret Agent 
 

5 on Mare Serpentis 
6 on Valles Marineris 
4 on Tritonis Sinus  
2 on Syrtis Major 
2 on Vastitas Borealis 

3 Celerium 
6 Sylvanite 
3 Ice 

John Walker Recruiter 
Explorer 
Scientist  
Secret Agent 
Saboteur 
Femme Fatale 
Travel Agent 
Soldier  
Pilot 

 1 on Hellas 
4 on Valles Marineris 
2 on Tritonis Sinus 
2 on Sinus Sabeus 
3 on Vastitas Borealis 
1 on Syrtis Major 
1 on Vastitas Borealis ship 
 

5 Ice 

 
Ships Launch 
 
Three ships take off and land in their expected destinations. The Mare Tyrrhenum ship delivers 3 of Brad’s 
astronauts to Mare Tyrrhenum: the Vastitas Borealis ship delivers 2 Richard astronauts and 1 John astronaut 
to Vastitas Borealis and the Tritonis Sinus ship delivers Richard’s solitary astronaut. Three new ships come to 
the docks – Phobos (2), Tritonis Sinus (2) and Ausonia (4). 
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Syrtis Major and Valles Marineris are inland zones on Mars and not affected by the Soldier or Event Cards. 
Please send orders for your final character placement next turn. Brad is the first player should players play the 
same card. The four ships available are going to Phobos (2), Tritonis Sinus (2), Ausonia (4) and Mare Serpentis 
(3 – 1 Andy astronaut). Please remember to include details of all the character’s actions. The lost in space 
memorial contains three of John’s astronauts, two of Andy’s and one of Richard’s astronauts. Next turn is the 
final round so scoring will take place after the discovery cards are revealed. 
 

Mars Region Production Astronauts Event Card Resources 

Hellas Ice Brad (3), John (1) No  

Mare Serpentis Sylvanite Brad (2), Andy (3), Richard (5) No  

Valles Marineris Sylvanite Andy (4), Richard (6), John (4) No (not possible)  

Tritonis Sinus Ice Brad (1), Richard (4), John (2) Yes  

Mare Tyrrhenum Sylvanite Brad (6), Andy (2) Yes  

Sinus Sabeus Ice Andy (1), John (2) Yes  

Vastitas Borealis Ice John (3), Andy (1), Richard (2) Yes  

Syrtis Major Celerium Richard (2), John (1), Andy (1) No (not possible)  

Ausonia Celerium Brad (5), Andy (1) Yes  

Phobos Celerium Andy (3) No  

 
 

Game Two – Round Seven 
 

Player Characters In 
Hand 

Character 
Played 

Astronauts In Play Resources Mined 

Chris Hibbert Recruiter 
Explorer 
Scientist 
Secret Agent 
Saboteur 
Femme Fatale 
Travel Agent 
Soldier 
Pilot 

 2 on Mare Serpentis 
2 on Valles Marineris 
2 in Tritonis Sinus 
1 in Mare Tyrrhenum 
1 on Sinus Sabeus 
2 in Vastitas Borealis 
1 on Syrtis Major 
1 on Tritonis Sinus ship 

1 Celerium 
1 Sylvanite 

Roger 
Trethewey 

Recruiter 
Explorer 
Scientist 
Secret Agent 
Saboteur 
Femme Fatale 
Travel Agent 
Soldier 
Pilot 

 
 

4 on Sinus Sabeus 
2 in Syrtis Major 
3 on Valles Marineris 
1 on Tritonis Sinus ship 
 

1 Ice 

Tom Howell Recruiter 
Explorer 
Scientist 
Secret Agent 
Saboteur 
Femme Fatale 
Travel Agent 
Soldier 
Pilot 

 1 on Hellas 
2 on Mare Serpentis  
2 on Valles Marineris  
1 on Sinus Sabeus 
4 on Syrtis Major 
1 on Vastitas Borealis 
1 on Mare Tyrrhenum 

1 Sylvanite 

Arthur Owen Recruiter 
Saboteur 
 

Scientist 
Pilot  
Explorer 
Travel Agent 
Secret Agent 
Femme Fatale 
Soldier 

4 on Hellas 
5 on Ausonia 
1 on Mare Serpentis 
2 on Hellas ship 
 

1 Celerium 
2 Ice 
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The Countdown 
 
9 – Roger, Tom and Chris both play Recruiters and they all place their astronauts onto the Tritonus Sinus ship 
8 – No Explorers are played  
7 – No Scientists are played 
6 – No Secret Agents are played 
5 – No Saboteurs are played 
4 – No Femme Fatales are played 
3 – No Travel Agents are played 
2 – Arthur plays a Soldier: he loads his astronaut to the partly filled Hellas ship, kills Roger’s astronaut on 
Ausonia and then moves his astronauts from Phobos to Ausonia (2) and Mare Serpentis (1) 
1 – No Pilots are played 
 
Ships Launch 
 
No ships launch this turn. 
 

Mars Region Production Astronauts Event Card Resources 

Hellas Celerium Tom (1), Arthur (4) No  

Mare Serpentis Ice Chris (2), Tom (2), Arthur (1) No 1 Ice 

Valles Marineris Sylvanite Chris (2), Tom (2), Roger (3) No (not possible) 1 Sylvanite 

Tritonis Sinus Celerium Chris (2) Yes  

Mare Tyrrhenium Sylvanite Chris (1), Tom (1) No  

Sinus Sabeus Ice Roger (4), Chris (1), Tom (1) Yes  

Vastitas Borealis Ice Chris (2), Tom (1) Yes 1 Ice 

Syrtis Major Sylvanite Roger (2), Chris (1), Tom (4) No (not possible)  

Ausonia Ice Arthur (5) No  

Phobos Ice Arthur (3) No  

 
Please send orders for your eighth character placement next turn – Arthur is the first player should players play 
the same card. The four ships available are going to Hellas (3 contains two of Arthur’s astronauts), Hellas (4), 
Tritonis Sinus (4 – 1 Chris astronaut, 1 Roger astronaut and 1 Tom astronaut) and Sinus Sabeus (4). Please 
remember to include details of all the character’s actions and that next round is a scoring round.  The lost in 
space memorial contains three of Roger’s and one of Chris’ astronauts.  
 
Rules (including a map) for this game can be found at 
http://www.variablepig.org/rules/missionredplanet.html 

 

* * * * * 
 

PUERTO RICO 
 

Game Seven – Round Twelve 
 
John takes the Trader and trades tobacco for 5 doubloons. The GM trades sugar for 2 doubloons, Carolyn 
trades a coffee for 7 doubloons and Bob trades indigo for 3 doubloons. The trading house is then emptied. 
The GM takes the Captain (+1 doubloon) and loads 4 corn onto the 8 ship scoring 5 VP. Carolyn loads an 
indigo onto the 7 ship scoring 1VP, Bob loads 2 sugar to the 6 ship scoring 2 VP, Arthur loads a corn to the 8 
ship scoring 1VP and John loads 2 corn to the 8 ship scoring 2VP. The GM cannot ship his tobacco, so Carolyn 
fills the 8 ship with her corn, scoring 1VP, Arthur and John both ship 1 indigo each to the 7 ship scoring 1VP 
and then Carolyn loads one sugar and John loads 2 sugar to the 6 ship ending the round scoring 1 and 2VP 
respectively. The 8 ship is then emptied. Bob has to lose 1 corn and Arthur loses 2 tobacco to wastage. 
Carolyn takes the Mayor and mans all her vacant spots. Bob mans his Large Indigo Plant, an Indigo plantation 
and a tobacco plantation. Arthur puts two more settlers into San Juan, John mans his Office and an Indigo 
Plantation and the GM mans his Large Sugar Mill and another Sugar plantation. Five more colonists board the 
colony ship. 
Bob takes the Builder and builds the Residence for 6 doubloons. Arthur passes, John builds a Wharf for 7 
doubloons, the GM passes and Carolyn passes. 
Arthur takes the Prospector (+3 doubloons) and receives 4 doubloons. 

http://www.variablepig.org/rules/missionredplanet.html
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I short-changed John last turn during the Trader – I forgot to credit him with the bonus doubloon from the 
Trader role so he should have received three doubloons, not two. 
 

Player Doubloons VP Goods Buildings Plantations 

Bob Pitman 2 12 1 coffee Construction Hut (x) 
Large Indigo Plant (√,√, x) 
Hacienda (x) 
Small Sugar Mill (√) 
Coffee Roaster (√,√) 
Large Market (√) 
Fortress (√) 
Factory (√) 
Residence (x) 

Indigo (√,√, x) 
Quarry (√, √, √)  
Corn (√) 
Tobacco (√) 
Sugar (√) 
Coffee (√,√) 

Arthur Owen 5 12 1 tobacco 
 

Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√√√) 
Hacienda (√) 
Construction Hut (√) 
 

Indigo (√,√)  
Sugar (√),  
Corn (√),  
Tobacco (√,√,√) 
San Juan (√,√,√,√,√) 
Quarry (√)  

John Walker 2 13 - 
 
 

Small Market (√) 
Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Large Warehouse (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√,√,x) 
Small Sugar Mill (√) 
Large Indigo Plant (√, x, x) 
Office (√) 
Wharf (x) 

Indigo (√,√)  
Corn (√,√)  
Quarry (√,√), 
Tobacco (√,√) 
Sugar (√) 

The GM 3 30 2 tobacco Small Warehouse (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√,√,√) 
Large Sugar Mill (√,√,√) 
Large Warehouse (√) 

Corn (√, √, √, √)  
Tobacco (√, √) 
Sugar (√, √, √) 

Carolyn Townsend 7 16 - 
 

Small Market (√) 
Small Indigo Plant (√)  
Small Sugar Mill (√) 
Large Market (√) 
Coffee Roaster (√,√) 
Customs House (√) 

Corn (√),  
Sugar (√,√) 
Indigo (√),  
Quarry (√,√) 
Coffee (√,√) 
Tobacco (√) 
San Juan (√) 

 
The play order for the thirteenth turn is the GM, Carolyn, Bob, Arthur and John. There are 12 colonists on the 
colony ship. The 6 ship holds 5 sugar, the 7 ship holds 3 indigo and the 8 ships is empty. The trading house is 
empty. The plantations available this turn are corn, indigo, indigo, tobacco, indigo and coffee. There is a + 1 
doubloon bonus on one Prospector and the Craftsman and  a + 3 doubloon bonus on the Settler.  
 

Game Eight – Round Ten 
 
Kev takes the Captain (+1 doubloon) and loads his corn to the 4 ship scoring 2VP. Chris then fills the 4 ship 
with his 3 corn scoring 3VP. Brad cannot ship, then Kev loads his indigo and tobacco to the other ships scoring 
another 2VP. Brad has to rot one of his corn. 
Chris takes the Mayor (+1 doubloon) and mans his Small Indigo Plant, Brad mans his Wharf and Kev mans his 
sugar plantation. Three more colonists board the colony ship. 
Brad takes the Builder and builds the Guild Hall for 6 doubloons. Kev builds a Harbour for 8 doubloons and 
Chris builds an Office for 5 doubloons. 
 
The play order for the eleventh turn is Chris, Brad then Kev. There are 3 colonists on the colony ship. The 5 
ships holds 4 indigo; the 6 ship holds 4 tobacco and the 4 ship is empty. The trading house holds 1 coffee, 1 
tobacco and 1 indigo. The plantations available this turn are corn, corn, sugar and tobacco. There are +1 
doubloon bonuses on the Craftsman and Trader roles and +2 doubloons on the Settler. 
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Player Doubloons VP Goods Buildings Plantations 

Brad Martin 0 3 1 corn Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Large Indigo Plant (√,√, x) 
Harbour (√) 
Wharf (√) 
Guild Hall (x) 

Indigo (√),  
Quarry (√, √, √) 
Corn (√,√) 

Kev Lee 3 13 - 
 

Small Market (√) 
Tobacco Storage (√, x, x) 
Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Small Sugar Mill (√) 
Harbour (x) 

Indigo (√),  
Corn (√,x) 
Tobacco (√, x) 
Sugar (√) 

Chris Hibbert 5 8 - Construction Hut (√) 
Small Market (√) 
Coffee Roaster (√,√) 
Factory (√) 
Small Indigo Plant (√) 
Office (x) 

Corn (√,√) 
Coffee (√) 
Indigo (√) 
San Juan (√) 

 

Building Cost Victory Points 

   Game 7 Game 8 

Small Indigo Plant 1 1 2 1 

Small Sugar Mill 2 1 0 3 

Small Market 1 1 0 1 

Hacienda 2 1 0 2 

Construction Hut 2 1 0 2 

Small Warehouse 3 1 0 2 

Large Indigo Plant 3 2 0 2 

Large Sugar Mill 4 2 1 3 

Hospice 4 2 2 2 

Office 5 2 1 1 

Large Market 5 2 0 2 

Large Warehouse 6 2 0 2 

Tobacco Storage 5 3 0 2 

Coffee Roaster 6 3 1 3 

Factory 7 3 1 1 

University 8 3 2 2 

Harbour 8 3 2 0 

Wharf 9 3 1 1 

Guild Hall 10 4 1 0 

Residence 10 4 0 1 

Fortress 10 4 0 1 

Customs House 10 4 0 1 

City Hall 10 4 1 1 

Tiles and Goods     

Quarry   0 5 

Corn Tiles   2 2 

Indigo Tiles   1 4 (4) 

Sugar Tiles   0 (2) 7 (2) 

Tobacco Tiles   1 5 (1) 

Coffee Tiles   2 5 (1) 

Corn Goods   10 9 

Indigo Goods   7 6 

Sugar Goods   7 11 

Tobacco Goods   4 5 

Coffee Goods   7 8 

Colonists   11 34 

Victory Points   39 65 

 

* * * * * 
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RAIL BARON 6 
 

Round Two 
 
A lot of action in the North and Center. Two more lines are purchased while Cian and Arthur hoard their hard 
earned cash. 
 
Jon Carter           Cash 10.0K 
Home City: St. Louis (North Central) 
 
3. Pittsburgh – Chicago     (PA)   1K bank, +4.5K 
 Buy express for 4K 
4. Chicago – 1E Pittsburgh    (PA)   1K bank 
5. 1E Pittsburgh – New York    (PA)   1K bank, + 9.0K 

 Buy NYNH&H for 4.0K 

6. New York – Cleveland    (NYC)   1K bank 
7. Cleveland – 2SW Chicago    (NYC, AT&SF)  1K bank 
 

 
Cian Owen           Cash 18.0K 
Home City: Reno (Southwest) 
 
3. 1E Casper – Rapid City    (C&NW)  1K bank, + 5.5K 
4. Rapid City – St. Paul     (C&NW)  1K bank, + 5.0K 
5. St. Paul – 2S St. Paul     (CRI&P)  1K bank 
6. 2S St. Paul – 4W Kansas City    (CRI&P)  1K bank 
7. 4W Kansas City – 1W Denver    (CRI&P, D&RGW) 1K bank 
 

 
Brad Martin           Cash 18.0K 
Home City: Los Angeles (South West) 
 
3. 3S Pueblo – 2NE Kansas City    (AT&SF)  1K bank 
4. 2NE Kansas City - Cleveland    (AT&SF, NYC)  1K bank 
5. Cleveland – 2E Cleveland    (NYC)   1K bank 
6. 2E Cleveland – New York City    (NYC)   1K bank, +31.0K 
 Buy PA for 30K 
7. New York City - Pittsburgh    (PA)   1K bank 
 

 
Arthur Owen           Cash 18.0K 
Home City: Columbus (North Central) 
 
3. 3W Milwaukee – 8E Spokane    (CMStP&P, GN) 1K bank 
4. 8E Spokane – 1E Spokane    (GN)   1K bank 
5. 1E Spokane - Spokane    (GN)   1K bank, +21.5K 
6. Spokane – 8E Spokane    (GN)   1K bank 
7. 8E Spokane – 1W Fargo    (GN)   1K bank 
 
PLAYER  FIRST DESTINATION  PAYOUT SECOND DESTINATION      PAYOUT 
Jon  Phoenix (South West)  25.0K  Charlotte (South East)  24.0K 
Cian  Oakland (South West)  22.0K  Omaha (Plains)   17.5K 
Brad  Kansas City (Plains)   13.5K  Washington (North East) 11.5K 
Arthur  Fargo (Plains)   12.0K   Memphis (South Central) 11.0K 
 
Brad’s 3

rd
 destination is Los Angeles (South West) for 33.5K 

Arthur’s 3
rd

 destination is Buffalo (North East) for 5.5K 
 
Arthur, Cian – please include orders for all five moves per round (all future round will be 5 moves) and don’t 
forget to include orders for buying railway lines with your orders. 
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PLAYER ARRIVALS  TRAIN  RAILROADS     CASH 
Jon  2     E  C&NW, NYNH&H    10.5K 
Cian  2     N        23.0K 
Brad  1     N  PA      14.0K 
Arthur  1     N        34.5K 
 

Turn Die Roll Bonus Priority 

8 2 + 5 4 Arthur 

9 5 + 5 6 Jon 

10 1 + 2 6 Cian 

11 2 + 3 2 Brad 

12 1 + 2 4 Arthur 

 

* * * * * 
 

RAILWAY RIVALS 
 

RR Game LXX – RR2280NIG - Nigeria Map – Game End Statements 
 
OH NO, Michael Pargman (1

st
) This quickly became a two-player race between me and Brendan. We could 

always enter four races in each round and we won so many more races than the others. Me and Brendan had 
very similar tracks. The difference might be my access to the North East. Jon missed out on the South West 
and Judy missed out on the North and didn't have a direct route from the South West to the Center. Thanks to 
all players and a big thank you to Jim as GM. 
 
NIGNOG, Brendan Whyte (2

nd
) Michael certainly had a nice central route, most efficient (how completely un-

Nigerian!). And to think I never noticed until now!  Well done. 
 
GM, Jim Reader  This game was seriously affected by the drop out of Richard (JELLO) and I 
apologize that I could not find a replacement for him. However, Michael’s line does look the most efficient (I’m 
doing very badly in another game with a line like Brendan’s) as Jon and Judy’s lines got boxed in. Thanks to 
everyone for playing, especially with the drop out, and congratulations once more to Michael. 
 
 

RR Game LXIX– RR2279NIG - Nigeria Map – Game End Statements 
 
Chris Hibbert “FRAUDSTER and SWAMP both ordered an XRP for race 38, but both specified 
different routes, so the XRP was not allowed. This definitely could have affected the final result.” I'm confused. I 
thought a Joint Run required running a single train, while an XRP is two different trains whose routes require 
payments with  difference less than 10. We're not supposed to order the same route for an XRP, right? 

Chris was absolutely correct. It had been a long time since I saw an XRP with different routes 

specified, but the rules explicitly state that the two do not have to run the same routes. Chris 

questioned this before the zine was printed with the copy just going online, so I was able to run the 

race and correct the report before printing. Chris was very unlucky as it didn’t change the final 

outcome as FRAUDSTER tied the race despite having a track 2 hexes longer.  
 

SCAM, Steve Guest (1
st
) Well I came next to last in WIMM with an almost identical line on the same map 

(and Bob Gingell was last). My theory then was that with such a big map there's quite a bit of luck in which 
races come up. The build allowances also seemed pretty small for the map size and so I just concentrated on 
building a central N-S line plus a line across the south, and didn't bother trying to get anywhere else. In the end 
it was very tight between me and Chris and could easily have gone the other way. Anyway, thanks to all for the 
game. 
 
SWAMP, Chris Hibbert (2

nd
) Wow! That was a squeaker! I thought I had a decent chance to catch Steve, 

but what a way to miss. Thanks for the exciting game everyone. 
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BLACK, Roger Trethewey (5
th
) Having come in wrecked, I congratulate everyone. But it was interesting, and 

thanks to Jim for keeping at it.  
 
GM, Jim Reader  This game couldn’t have been much closer and Chris was very unlucky not to 
earn the win right at the end. Interestingly, neither Chris nor Steve penetrated into the Northeast, but this didn’t 
seem to matter. As Steve mentioned, the race combinations can be important on a large map, but I think that 
this wasn’t the case in this game as the best looking lines won. BLACK failed to penetrate the south and Jason 
couldn’t find a way into the west. One comment is that I don’t think a Calabar start has won a game on this 
map, which may suggest it is not a viable start. Thanks to everyone for playing. 
 
 

RR Game LXXI – RR2308AH - RR Austria-Hungary (1912) – Round Four 
 
MARS 4a) 3. (O20) – P19 – Q19 - R18, 
John Marsden 4b) 2. (R18) - S18 - Graz, 
Orange 4c) 6. (Graz) - S16 - - - S15: (D73) – E73 - F74. 
 BANK: 43 + 2 (GLARE) + 2 (TEAR) = 47 
  
POOR 4a) 3. (Budapest) - Q27, 
Dane Maslen 4b) 2. (Q27) – Q26 – Q25, 
Red 4c) 6. (Q25) – Q24 – Q23 – P22 – O22 – N21: (S43) – BISTRITA. 
 BANK: 18 + 6 – 1 (TRAIN) = 23 
 
GLARE 4a) 3. (R11) – R12 - R13; (L21) - K21, 
Bob Gingell 4b) 2. (K21) – J20 - I20, 
Brown 4c) 6. (I20) – H19 - G19; (N25) – N26 - N27 – O27 - P28. 
 BANK: 38 – 2 (MARS) – 1 (TEAR) = 35 
 
TRAIN 4a) 3. (N74) - O74 – SARAYEVO: (O74) – P75, 
Roger Trethewey 4b) 2. (M24) – M25 - M26, 
Black 4c) 6. (P75) - - - Q74 - - - MOSTAR. 

BANK: 42 + 6 + 6 = 54 
 
TEAR 4a) 3. (Budapest) - Q27, (there is a river on the west side of Budapest) 
Kev Lee 4b) 2. (Q27) – Q26 – Q25, 
Green 4c) 6. (Q25) – Q24 – Q23 – Q22 – Q21 – Q20 – Q19. 

BANK: 58 – 2 (MARS) + 1 (GLARE) = 57 
 
The fifth turn build rolls are 5a) 5, 5b) 6 and 5c) 4. 
 
Note that hex numbers on the map are wrong in the area near the Switzerland border. T4 should be S4, S1 
should be R1, R4 should be Q4 and Q3 should be P3. Sorry for the inconvenience – please be careful with hex 
numbers in this area. 
 

RR Game LXXI – RR2309AH - RR Austria-Hungary (1912) – Round Four 
 
DMR 4a) 3. (I17) - - - H16, 
Brad Martin 4b) 2. (E32) – E33 - E34, 
Blue 4c) 6. (H16) - - - G16 – F15 – E15 - Praha.  
 BANK: 36 
 
WINNER 4a) 3. (B78) - C78 - C79 - Szeged, 
Jonathan Amery: 4b) 2. (B62) - C62 - D63, 
Purple 4c) 6. (D63) - - - E62 - - - TRIESTE. 
 BANK: 29 + 6 – 3 (HAPPY) = 32 
 
TAKE ME OUT 4a) 3. (Zagreb) - - - G68, 
Steve Guest: 4b) 2. (Q30) - Q31: (L20) - K21, 
Orange 4c) 6. (G68) - H69 - H70 - I70: (G68) - G67 - G66 - F66. 
 BANK: 39 
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HAPPY 4a) 3. (C79) -Szeged: (H24) - H25 - G26, 
Michael Pargman 4b) 2. (Praha) - D13: (I77) - J77, 
Green 4c) 6. (Szeged) - - - C81: (J77) - - - K76. 
 BANK: 38 + 3 (WINNER) = 41 
 
FFR 4a) 3. (S37) - - - S38, 
Arthur Owen: 4b) 2. (S37) – R37 – Q38, 
Black 4c) 6. (S38) - - - S39 – S40 – S41 – S42. 
 BANK: 43 
 
The fourth turn build rolls are 5a) 5, 5b) 6 and 5c) 4. 
 
Note that hex numbers on the map are wrong in the area near the Switzerland border. T4 should be S4, S1 
should be R1, R4 should be Q4 and Q3 should be P3. Sorry for the inconvenience – please be careful with hex 
numbers in this area. 
 
 
 

RR Game LXXIII - RR2307CRE – Crets Holiday Map – Round Four 
 

 
*** TEMPORARY HOLDOVER *** 

 
The game report is not available at the time of printing and will be sent out by email. 

 

 

 
RR Game LXXIV – RR2325DM – Denmark Map - Game Start 
 
The following players have signed up for this game - Chris Hibbert, Roger Trethewey, Jon Carter, Judy 
Ferguson, Arthur Owen and Richard Smith. This will be a 6 player game and I will send out maps with this 
issue. Please can you send company name, start and color preference for next issue. Note that there are no 
special runs on this map. 
 

* * * * * 

 
 

ROBO RALLY 4 
 

Round Seventeen 
 
A quiet round with half the robots resting, but not enough to stop some minor unpleasantries between Dalekbot 
and Skaffen-Amtiskaw. 
 
 
Phase A 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Dalekbot 380 RT H5E H5S  

Shootme 260 RT L5W L5N  

Skaffen-Amtiskaw 130 LT I11N I11W  

R. Daneel Olivaw - A9W  Power down 

Python - A10S  Power down 

Robbie - B17E  Power down 
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Phase B 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Shootme 840 3F L5N L2N  

Skaffen-Amtiskaw 630 1F I11W H11W Shot by Dalekbot 

Dalekbot 470 BU H5S H4S Shoots Skaffen-Amtiskaw 

R. Daneel Olivaw - A9W  Power down 

Python - A10S  Power down 

Robbie - B17E  Power down 

 
Phase C 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Dalekbot 340 RT H4S H4W  

Shootme 150 LT L2N L2W  

Skaffen-Amtiskaw 030 UT H11W H11E  

R. Daneel Olivaw - A9W  Power down 

Python - A10S  Power down 

Robbie - B17E  Power down 

 
Phase D 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Dalekbot 220 RT H4W H4N Shot by Skaffen-Amtiskaw 

Shootme 180 RT L2W L2N  

Skaffen-
Amtiskaw 

110 LT H11E H11N Shoots Dalekbot 

R. Daneel Olivaw - A9W  Power down 

Python - A10S  Power down 

Robbie - B17E  Power down 

 
Phase E 
 

Robot Card Played Start End Actions 

Skaffen-Amtiskaw 700 2F H11N H9N Shoots Dalekbot 

Dalekbot 590 1F H4N H3N Shot by Skaffen-Amtiskaw 

Shootme 170 LT L2N L2W  

R. Daneel Olivaw - A9W  Power down 

Python - A10S  Power down 

Robbie - B17E  Power down 

 
 
Status Report 
 

Player Robot Location Damage Lives 
Lost 

Specials Flags 
Registered 

Chris Hibbert R. Daneel Olivaw A9W 0 0 Gyroscopic Stabilizer 
Brakes 
Reverse Gears 
1 unknown 

1, 4, 3 

Tom Howell Python A10S 0 1 Gyroscopic Stabilizer 1, 4, 3 

Andy York Dalekbot H3N 5 3 - 1, (J4) 

Michael 
Pargman 

Robbie B17E 0 2 - 3 (A12) 

Steve Ham Shootme L2W 3 2 3 unknown 1 (L9), 4 

Bob Pitman Skaffen-
Amtiskaw 

H9N 4 2 - 3, 2 

Roger 
Trethewey 

Dropkick DEAD - 4 - 3 

Harv Barker CAT-5 DEAD - 4 -  
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Options will be kept secret until revealed or unless they are clearly visible (e.g. turret) to others.  
 
Press 
 
R. Daneel Olivaw I'm declaring a siesta! Who's up for shutting down this turn? 
 
Question 
 
Well, I think I can't shut down after I have received the cards, right? 

Yes, you can. I allow players to power down at the beginning of a turn in postal play as they receive 

their cards at the same time as the turn report, so don’t have the option of declining cards to power 

down. 
 

* * * * * 
 

SOPWITH T-365VP 
 

Round Four 
 

 

  
 

 

 

1 2 

3 

4 

5 
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1
st
 Move: Avey Ate Her picks off the Red Baron for 3 points of damage. The Mystery Pilot turns and fires 

towards the Gossamer Heron who slips away to escape and fires successfully at the unfortunate Red Baron. 
Elsewhere, Cameltoe and the Ode-acious One admired the dogfight from afar. 
 
2

nd
 Move: The Red Baron sought to escape the Gossamer Heron and succeeded, only to find himself 

confronted by the Mystery Pilot who executed a perfect Immelmann turn and blasted the hapless Baron from 
the sky. Avey Ate Her managed to stay out of trouble while Cameltoe and the Ode-acious One continued to 
stay out of trouble. 
 
3

rd
 Move: As the Red Baron plummeted to earth, his three adversaries somehow managed to avoid each other. 

Cameltoe and the Ode-acious One began moving slowly towards the affray. 
 
Rules for this game are available on-line at http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm. 
 
 

Pilot Starts Moves Ends A:D:P 

1 Avey Ate Her 
Brendan Whyte 

1) J1E 
2) J4E 
3) M7E 
4) N10E 

1) A – A - A 
2) RS – RS – RS 
3) RS – A – A fL 

4) LT, fA,R – A - A 

1) J4E 
2) M7E 
3) N10E 

4) K10NW 

14:12:6 

2 Gossamer Heron 
Chris Hibbert 

1) A1SE 
2) B4SE 
3) E5SE 
4) G7SE 

1) A – LS - LS 
2) RS – RS – A 

3) RS – LS – A fA 
4) RS fA - A fA - RS 

1) B4SE 
2) E5SE 
3) G7SE 
4) J8SE 

13:12:4 

3 Cameltoe (ACE) 
John Walker 

1) A10SE 
2) D12SE 
3) F13SW 
4) E12NW 

1) A – A - RS 
2) LS - RT – A 
3) I – A – LT 
4) I – A - RT 

1) D12SE 
2) F13SW 
3) E12NW 
4) F12SW 

16:12:0 

4 The Mystery Pilot (ACE) 
Brad Martin 

1) J19W 
2) J16W 
3) J13W 
4) J10W 

1) A – A – A 
2) A – A – A 
3) A – A – A 

4) RT fA - I fA - 0 fA 

1) J16W 
2) J13W 
3) J10W 
4) H8SE 

13:10:3 

5 The Ode-ace-ious One 
John Marsden 

1) S19W 
2) R16W 
3) P13W 
4) S13W 

1) A – A - RS 
2) A – RS – RS fA 
3) LS – LS – LS 

4) A, A, RT  

1) R16W 
2) P13W 
3) S13W 

4) S10NW 

15:12:0 

6 Red Baron 
Arthur Owen 

1) S10NE 
2) P10NE 
3) M8NE 
4) L10E 

1) A – A – A 
2) LT – A – RT 
3) A – RT – A 

4) LT, A… 

1) P10NE 
2) M8NE 
3) L10E 
4) I9NW 

Shot down turn 4 

 

* * * * * 
Hudson River Frozen 

 

 

http://www.fwtwr.com/sopstats/rules.htm
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STERNENHIMMEL 3 
 

Round Sixteen 
 
John places a star 7 between the two ring stars of Schutze (Sagittarius) 
Brad places a star 1 south of his star 3 in Lowe (Leo) 
Andy places a star 5 between his two stars in the south of Lowe (Leo) 
Arthur places a black hole next to the SW ring star of Schutze (Sagittarius) 
John places a black hole in south western most star of Schutze (Sagittarius) 
 
 

7.   
 

      
 
The turn order for the sixteenth turn will be Brad, Andy, Arthur, John then Brad again. There are only three 
constellations in play now – Wassermann (1 open star), Schutze (1 open star) and Lowe (3 open stars) so next 
turn will be the final round. Please try to be as specific and descriptive as possible about where you are placing 
your stars each turn. Please remember to include provisional orders if you are not going first. The constellations 
scored so far are Krebs (Cancer), Widder (Aries), Steinbock (Capricorn), Fische (Pisces), Waage (Libra), 
Skorpion (Scorpio), Jungfrau (Virgo), Zwillinge (Gemini) and Stier (Taurus). The constellations currently in play 
are Wasserman (Aquarius), Schutze (Sagittarius) and Lowe (Leo). There are no more constellations left, so all 
remaining plays will be to these constellations. 
 

* * * * *  

BM? 

AY? 

AO? 

AO? 

BM3 

AY6 

BM5 

AO6 

BM? 

AO3 

JW? 

BM? 

AY10 

JW2x 

BMBH 

AY? 

AO5 

JW7 

BM1 

AY5 AOBH 

JWBH 
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on-the-shelf 
vol. XVI, no 34 6 January 2018 

Brought to you by Tom Howell: off-the-shelf at olympus.net.  Welcome to on-the-shelf, volume XVI, number 34. 

The WitWiKN? goes into its second half with no apparent consensus among the players as to who or where.  In the 

meantime, the Machi Koro game is starting to look like Monopoly.  Or the Gilded Age.  Or today's financial world.  

Or some of Stuart Wood's characters.  Hope the holidays treated everyone well.  We mostly just hunkered down at 

home and dealt with snow, then rain, as best we could.  For those of us who still care, we might ask ourselves if we 

are really willing to settle for none out of three when reading this issue's Variation. 

Variations on a Theme 
Fiscal competence, honest administration, and creating a fair legal framework are the leadership 

qualities most sought after by the populace. 
from Theories of Flight 

by Simon Morden 

Where in the World is Kendo Nagasaki? 
New players welcome anytime.  Game goes 10 rounds, unless won earlier.  

Round 1:  

Jim Burgess Kurt Vonnegut in Jerusalem  Jim Reader Jengishbek Nazaraliev in Piddle Trenthide  

Bob Gingell Winston Churchill in Zurich Richard Smith Theresa May in Intercourse, Pennsylvania  

Steve Guest Carmen Muñoz in Corozal, Belize Brendan Whyte Plutarch in Plutarchusstraat, Amsterdam 

Chris Hibbert Joan Miró in McMurdo Station Andy York John Calvin in Stuttgart  

Dane Maslen The Dalai Lama in Lhasa 

Public response to player with closest guess:  You were born less than a decade after me. 

Round 2:  

Jim Burgess Woodrow Wilson in New Delhi, India  Jim Reader Jimmy Lusibaea in Yaren District of Nauru  

Bob Gingell Rudyard Kipling in Marrakesh  Richard Smith HP Lovecraft in Kingston, Norfolk Island  

Steve Guest Queen Elizabeth II in Asdas, Yemen  Brendan Whyte Peter O'Toole in Thule, Greenland  

Chris Hibbert Karch Kiraly in Antikythera, Greece  Andy York Fidel Castro in Tehran  

Dane Maslen Tsar Nicholas II in Yekaterinburg  

Public response to player with closest guess:  We missed each other by nearly five years. 

Round 3:  

Bob Gingell Andy Warhol in Mumbai  Jim Reader Óscar Nicanor Duarte Frutos in Dushanbe 

Steve Guest Roger Daltrey in Tommi, Chad  Richard Smith Albert Einstein in Ulm, Germany  

Chris Hibbert Phineas Gage in Barcelona  Brendan Whyte Lee Harvey Oswald in Capetown  

Dane Maslen Ageng Tirtayasa of Banten in Banten Andy York Burgess Meredith in Beirut  

Public response to player with closest guess:  Some might not call it that, but we've both known some controversy. 

Round 4:  

Bob Gingell Che Guevara in Kabul  Jim Reader Daisaku Ikeda in Rawalpindi, Pakistan 

Steve Guest Mohammed Ali in Hit, Iraq  Richard Smith Albert Einstein in Nice, France 

Chris Hibbert Rudyard Kipling in Tamale, Ghana  Brendan Whyte Alexander Selkirk in Robinson Crusoe Is. 

Dane Maslen A. Y. Abdul Gayoom in Kulhudhuffushi  Andy York Heisenburg in Vienna  

Public response to player with closest guess:  We have the same number of children. 

Round 5:  

Bob Gingell Noam Chomsky in Amritsar  Jim Reader FM-2030 in Kargil, Ladakh Province, India 

Steve Guest Dwayne Johnson in Kashgar, China  Richard Smith Shirley Temple in Bikaner, India  

Chris Hibbert Archduke Karl Ludwig in Sochi  Brendan Whyte Sitting Bull in Istanbull  

Dane Maslen Han Youwen in Xining  Andy York Robert Oppenheimer in Tyre, Lebanon  

Public response to player with closest guess:  Despite our lifetimes overlapping by multiple decades, we have essentially 

nothing in common. 
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Round 6: 

Bob Gingell Philip Levine in Gilgit  

Steve Guest John Forbes Nash Jr. in Kolkata, India  

Chris Hibbert Jaques Cousteau in Samarkand  

Dane Maslen Mel Ferrer in Taiyuan  

Jim Reader Margaret Thatcher in Muzaffarabad ... Pakistan  

Richard Smith Shirley Temple in Kathmandu  

Brendan Whyte President Assad in Damascus  

Andy York Vyacheslav Molotov in Kathmandu  

Public response to player with closest guess:  Your parents had twice as many children as mine.  

In My Neighborhood 
As those of you who read WIMM? know, I rode the train down to California in mid-December to visit 

my daughter for a week and attend the wedding of my youngest sister's younger son. 

Mostly, we just lay around my daughter's place, yakked, and got at least enough to eat.  I put a hand 

into trying to get the laundry caught up and fetched groceries a couple of times.  Not sure how big a 

dent I put in the laundry: the washing machine in their apartment building is the smallest front loader I 

can recall ever having seen.  They put me up on the living room couch, where I slept better than I did 

on either train ride.  Phoebe is down to only one cat.  An elderly female, Sarah doesn't do much 

jumping and is barred from the bathroom as too dangerous a place for her.  The first night, I woke to 

feel two small feet on my thigh.  I gently moved my leg towards the edge of the couch, and kitty slid 

off, unfortunately catching a claw in a loop of the knitted blanket covering me.  I had to disentangle 

cat and blanket, an operation not agreeable to cat or myself, but we managed it and no one got bit.  

After that, Sarah left me alone at night; I think she was in her basket every time I made a nighttime 

visit to the loo. 

The wedding was held at a conference center up one of the canyons above Watsonville, CA.  Jennelle, 

my youngest sister, had given us a list of 'nearby' motels and hotels, but Scott had determined that the 

closest available was farther from the wedding site than their apartment, so we drove over Saturday 

morning, and back that evening, using the shortest route per Scott's GPS, which consisted of half 

freeway and half a twisty, windy, sometimes one-lane road down a steep sided canyon.  

The wedding venue was a conference center among the redwoods.  I didn't have my tree id book with 

me, so I had to take someone's word on the trees.  We found Jennelle, tracked down 'the package', and, 

after two trips to the car for screwdriver, clock hands and battery, I freed the clock from its shipping 

container and set it out on display with the other wedding gifts.  Then we went in to sit and wait for 

the wedding.  After a half hour wait for the missing best man (the groom's brother), the wedding 

services commenced.  Ten minutes before the conclusion, the best man walked in and sat down next to 

me.  He was supposed to fly in the day before.  And I thought the trains were bad. 

I did get to have lunch with Chris Hibbert one day, courtesy of his employer. 

The day I returned, Scott drove me up to Hida Tools in Berkeley, where I picked up some tools I've 

been wanting for future house projects.  Scott bought Phoebe a kitchen knife she's been wanting.  Scott 

and I stopped by Jennelle's place, my first visit, for a couple hours; then we cooled our heels for a few 

hours due to my train being late.  He dropped me off at the San Jose station where I waited another 

hour before the train arrived.  Apparently, the train had to wait three hours for a Union Pacific crew to 

clear a tree off the tracks west of Santa Barbara.  This night's sleep was prevented by an infant in arms 

whose parents couldn't seem to correctly interpret “my diaper needs changing.”  Eventually, we 

arrived in Seattle, where my friend, Dirk, met me and, reveling in the speed one can make on the 

freeway at 1am, hustled me to his place where we both crashed. 

Off the Reference Shelf 
CDs  
Sometimes a Great Notion, by Ken Kesey Naked Greed, by Stuart Woods 

Equations of Life, by Simon Morden Foreign Affairs, by Stuart Woods 
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Theories of Flight, by Simon Morden Scandalous Behaviour, by Stuart Woods 

Degrees of Freedom, by Simon Morden Family Jewels, by Stuart Woods 

Insatiable Appetites, by Stuart Woods Dishonorable Intentions, by Stuart Woods 

Hot Pursuit, by Stuart Woods Sex, Lies, and Serious Money, by Stuart Woods 

首里城 Machi Koro Shuri Castle 

Cash flows.  Much of it ends up in the hands of the new sushi bar operators.   

Round Six: 

Player Turn Roll Results Builds 

Roger Trethewey 7 2 Richard, Kevin and Steve each get one coin from 
their Livestock Farms.  Roger receives two coins 
from his Bakeries. 

Stadium 

Kevin Lee 7 1 Kevin spends 3 coins at Roger's Sushi Bar, then 3 
more at Richard's.  Everyone receives one coin 
for their Wheat Fields. 

Hamburger Stand 

Steve Ham 7 1 Steve spends 3 coins at Roger's Sushi Bar, then 1 
more at Richard's.  Everyone receives one coin 
for their Wheat Fields. 

No Hamburger Stands 
available. 

Richard Smith 8 3 Richard spends a coin at Steve's Café.  Richard 
receives one coin from his Bakery; Roger receives 
one and Steve receives two coins from their Corn 
Fields. 

Train Station 

Roger Trethewey 8 5 Richard receives one coin from his Forest. French Restaurant 

Roger goes on a building spree, erecting a Stadium and another restaurant, this time haut French cuisine.  Kevin 

grabs the single Hamburger Stand, which Steve was so sure he'd get that he forgot the many Wheat Fields 

available.  Meanwhile, Richard constructs his second landmark. 

Status Table 

Player Coins Buildings Landmarks 

Richard Smith 9 Wheat Field, Sushi Bar, Livestock Farm, Bakery, 
Café, Convenience Store, Flower Orchard, Forest 

City Hall, Harbour, Train 
Station 

Roger Trethewey 8 Wheat Field, Sushi Bar, Bakery(2), Corn Field, 
Flower Orchard, French Restaurant, Flower Shop, 
Stadium 

City Hall, Harbour 

Kevin Lee 1 Wheat Field, Livestock Farm, Bakery, Flower 
Orchard, Flower Shop(2), Hamburger Stand 

City Hall, Harbour 

Steve Ham 4 Wheat Field, Livestock Farm, Bakery, Café, Corn 
Field(2), Mine 

City Hall, Train Station 

In the marketplace, the Hamburger Stand is replaced by another Hamburger Stand, and the Stadium is replaced 

by a TV Station. 

For round seven, player order will be Kevin, Steve, Richard, Roger, and Kevin.  Remember that you each have a 

City Hall, which will produce one coin (from the bank) on your turn if you have no coins at your Construction step.  

For purposes of the corn fields, the City halls are starting cards and do not count as constructed landmarks.   Please 

tell me which establishment to construct from the current market place (numbers in parentheses are the quantity on 

offer) [numbers in brackets are cost in coins]: 

Sushi Bar (2) [4] Wheat Field (4) [1] Forest (1) [3] Corn Field (1) [2] Café (1) [2] 

Hamburger 
Stand (1) [1] 

Winery (1) [3] Apple Orchard (1) [3] French Restaurant (1) [3] Furniture Factory 
(1) [3] 

 TV Station (1) [7]  Business Complex (1) [8]  
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#83 

The Universe is a Pink Blancmange Called Simon 
A subzine by Richard Smith – richard530smith@btinternet.com 

 

5th January 2018 

 
I did promise a best of music mix last issue and posted the link on the Mailing List in December.  

 
The mix (sleeve art above) contains tracks from Jane Weaver, BNQT, Jupiter & Okwess, Everything Everything, 

Sharon Jones, Lunatic Soul, Paul Draper, Oh Sees, Nik Turner, The Mountain Goats, Blackfield, Linda Perhacs, 

The Eden House, Anathema, John Zorn, Wolves In The Throne Room and Steven Wilson. 
 

I was thinking it might be about time to mention sport in my page of waffle, but the Ashes have been painful 
and my football team are sinking toward relegation. So let’s do videos again instead... 

 

For Christmas I got Robin of Sherwood (HTV 1984-1986) 8-disc box set. This is still the definitive Robin Hood 
TV adaptation with very good stories and acting (though I do find Ray Winstone irritating), plus a healthy dose 

of pagan mysticism and a superb soundtrack by Clannad. The sets and costumes are realistic, including 
peasants with bad teeth, but cynics may ask where the two Robins (Michael Praed and Jason Connery) get 

their hair conditioner from when living in a forest. 
 

I also got Shada - a Doctor Who story from 1979 written by Douglas Adams that was originally scuppered by 

industrial action. Existing scenes were remastered and missing scenes added using animation. Rather than 
episodes it was presented as a 2¼ hour movie which was a good watch despite a bit of a slow start - it opens 

with the Doctor (Tom Baker) and Romana (Lalla Ward) punting on the Cam. 
 

And finally, I made a DVD over the hols but was unaware that Windows Movie Maker was not available with 

Windows 10. I discovered that Windows Story Remix was recently supplied with the “Fall Creative Update”  as 
part of Photos app, but not before I’d looked at Cyberlink Powerdirector (crippled version came with my PC), 

and Roxio Videowave which came with my print-on-disc inkjet printer, the Roxio software (MyDVD for final 
burn) being what I used with acceptable results. I’ll try the new Windows one next time. 

 

Richard  

 

In Korea and some other Asian countries, when you are born, you are considered one year old 

and everyone’s age increases one year on New Year’s. So if you were born on December 29th, on 

New Year’s Day, you will be considered 2 years old. 
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Crystal Ball 
 

2018 – Hey Ho Let’s Go ... 
 

Sport Event Date Richard 
Smith 

Martin 
Walker 

Jim 
Reader 

Brendan 
Whyte 

Steve 
Ham 

John 
Walker 

Arthur 
Owen 

Bob 
Pitman 

 

Australian 
Open - Ladies 
Singles winner  

Jan Garbine 
Muguruza 

Garbine 
Mugaraza  

Johana 
Konta 

Venus 
Williams 

Serena 
Williams 

Serena 
Williams 

Serena 
Williams 

Serena 
Williams 

 

Winter 
Olympics - 
USA medals* 

Feb 25 21  19 24 37  33 23 28 

Cycling UCI World 
Track - GB 
total medals** 

Mar 5  3   6 5 4 5 6 5 

Golf US Masters - 
winner 

April Jordan 
Spieth 

Jason 
Day  

Henrik 
Stenson 

Jason 
Day 

Dustin 
Johnson 

Jordan 
Spieth 

Tiger 
Woods  

Dustin 
Johnson 

Ice 
Hockey 

IIHF World 
Championships 
- winner 

May Canada Canada  United 
States 

USA Canada Canada Canada  Russia 

Basket 
ball 

NBA - winner June Golden 
State 
Warriors 

Boston 
Celtics  

Cleveland 
Cavaliers 

Boston 
Celtics 

Golden 
State 
Warriors 

Golden 
State 
Warriors 

Golden 
State 
Warriors 

Cleveland 
Cavaliers 

Football 
(soccer) 

World Cup - 
Winner 

July England  Spain  France France Belgium  Germany  France Germany 

Athletics Euro Champs - 
GB total 
medals ***  

Aug 14 10  12 10  12  20 12 17 

Aussie 
Rules 

AFL Final 
winner  

Sept Great 
Western 
Sydney 

Sydney 
Swans  

Geelong 
Cats 

Carlton Sydney 
Swans  

Great 
Western 
Sydney 

Great 
Western 
Sydney 

Adelaide 
Crows  

Baseball World Series 
winner 

Oct LA 
Dodgers 

NY 
Yankees  

Cleveland 
Indians 

USA New York 
Yankees 

LA 
Dodgers 

LA 
Dodgers 

Houston 
Astros 

Field 
Hockey 

Men’s World 
Cup winner 

Nov Australia Germany   Pakistan India Argentina Australia Australia  Australia  

Formula 
1 

Winning 
constructor 

Late 
Nov 

Ferrari Mercedes   Ferrari Red Bull Mercedes Mercedes Ferrari Red Bull 

Score   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tie 
Breaker 

Average house 
price in UK,  
September 
2018 ****  

Late 
Nov 

£244,001 £235,000 £238,000 £249,000 £232,001 £251,001 £230,009 £252,000 

 

* 2 points for exact, 1 point for within 3 
** 2 points for exact, 1 point for within 1 
*** 2 points for exact, 1 point for within 2 (Track and Field events in Berlin only) 
**** according to HPI  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-house-price-index-summary-august-
2017/uk-house-price-index-summary-august-2017 

 

A healthy 8 entries this time to nicely fill the table. Will Serena be able to win in Australia so soon after having a 
baby? [Update: No!] How will the Russian ban from the Winter Olympics boost the USA medal total? It’s too 

late to change your prediction on these two, marked with a padlock, but.... 

Once per game you can change your prediction for 1 or 2 unlocked events at the cost of one point (same cost 
for one or two changes). Note that you can go down to -1 points when you do this.  

A little surprising that nobody has gone for the mighty Brazil for the World Cup, the Little Canaries are currently 
the bookies’ favourites followed by Germany, France, Spain, Argentina, Belgium and *ahem* England. In F1, 

some TV commentators have predicted that Renault and McLaren should do well this year but the bookies can’t 
see past Mercedes, Ferrari and Red Bull. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-house-price-index-summary-august-2017/uk-house-price-index-summary-august-2017
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-house-price-index-summary-august-2017/uk-house-price-index-summary-august-2017
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Richard Smith’s House of Games - Round 1 
 

This is a postal version of the popular BBC TV show “Richard 

Osman’s House of Games” which features a number of different 
games in each episode – often a little offbeat or silly. 

 
Just like the TV show, in the postal version, there are five rounds 

and the last one is worth double points. In each postal round 

there are two games to enter, each containing four questions.  
Unlike the TV show, in the postal version, you aren't told what 

the rules are to any of the games (but the title might help). More 
at http://variablepig.org/rules/houseofgames.html 

 
In game 1, “Minus The Year” (a riff on music band Minus The Bear) you were given four lines whose number of 

characters gave you the year, and whose contents gave a clue to an event that happened in that year. In each 

case something was lost and there was a minus sign in there. E.g. 
- (1) 

President (9) 
Grassy (6) 

Gun (3) 

Bob G is right that the Brexit one is a little ambiguous but the joining date is not really minus anything. 
 

In game 2, “Raxus Prime” the Star Wars theme was a misdirection but the word “Prime” was a real clue, the 
initial letters of the words in each short sentence giving you the surname of a recent British Prime Minister. I 

think I probably should have included some Australians, e.g. "Gives Irish Labrador love and real devotion". 
John is also right that “Blurted lies and idiotic rants” could indeed be describing Donald Trump. 

 

Game # Answer Guessed by 

    

Minus The Year 1  Wall Street Crash (1929) BW, BM, JW, BG 

 2 Brexit vote (2016) BW, BM, JW, BP 

 3 Battle of Hastings (1066) CH, BW, BM, JW, BP, BG 

 4 Assassination of JFK (1963) CH, BW, BM, BP, BG 

    

Raxus Prime 5 Blair CH 

 6 Major CH 

 7 Thatcher CH 

 8 May CH 

    

 
Scores: Chris Hibbert: 6, Brendan Whyte: 4, Bob Pitman: 3, Brad Martin: 3, Bob Gingell: 3, John Walker: 3 

 

For round 2, we have a fairly straightforward game 3 and a not so obvious game 4 ... 
 

GAME 3: Flicksionary 
 

 9)  1960s 

10)  1970s 

http://variablepig.org/rules/houseofgames.html
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11)  1980s 

12)  2010s 

 

GAME 4: Andy Pandy 
 
13) George Sullivan 

14) dried paste 
15) tumble ready 

16) Eve the Ants 

 

Fragments - Round 1 
 

 Rules at http://variablepig.org/rules/fragments.html 

 
This is an all-reader game, anyone can join in anytime, and it’s the categories variant: You have to guess the 

thing rather than the year. Remember you can ask for the category OR a word analysis for ONE fragment. For 
the rest (or all the fragments if you choose not to ask for a category or analysis) it has to be a guess or request 

to reveal a letter (by position or ask for a named letter “I’ll have a P please Bob”).  

 
Analysis requests: Fragment 1 (Chris, John, Bob P, Bob G) - word breakdowns sent by email. 

Category requests: None 
Guesses: None 

Revealed letters: players’ requests revealed first, then 10% of the remaining unknown letters. 

 
Scores (number of analysis or category requests in brackets):  

Brendan Whyte: 0 (0), Chris Hibbert: 0 (1), John Walker: 0 (1), Bob Pitman: 0 (1), Bob Gingell: 0 (1) 
 

1) ***** tC*r* **i** ****v **t** ****i **p** ***** f***u ***** *d*m* ***** 
***** ****w e** (73) 9 points 
 

2) *ha** yi*** ****t *r*** h*h** ****r **gh* *** (38) 9 points 
 
3) ***** a***n ***** **S** ***** *o*** ***** ***** *m*** ***** ***f* ***** 
***** ***** ***e (74) 10 points 
 
4) ***c* ***** **f** ***** ***** a**** ****y ***** ***** r**** ***** **h** 
***** ****C * (71) 10 points 
 

 

http://variablepig.org/rules/fragments.html
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Snakes and Ladders – Round 9  
 

Chris avoids being trapdoored (two votes each for 78 and 76 and one for 81) 

but his relief is short-lived as he sees Tom whooshing past onto the home strait! 

Brendan, Judy and Roger also get the benefit of ladders but is it too late? 
 

Tom (light-heartedly) asked if he could change his TD nomination conditionally 
to match other players. Nope, but there is nothing in the rules to forbid collusion 

and this did happen in Hopscotch in days of yore.  
 

As for the snake / ladder placement pattern, it seems those of you giving it your 

undivided attention have sussed it. 
 

The game will end on the round when at least one player lands on or goes past square 100. Rules at 
http://variablepig.org/rules/snakes.html (I will be upgrading these to the better rules on the FWTDR website 

http://www.fwtwr.com/postal_games/snakes_ladders.htm at the end of the game).  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Golden Strider - Tarnished Variant - Round 4 

Rules for the game are here http://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html. This 

includes the main game and the Tarnished rules which are slightly different from 
those published in VP160 (I won’t reveal the owners of the runners, nor will I 

show move cards or overtakes in the turn report). Please note that this is a 68-
square race. 

The rules are experimental and there is some game theory element.  

P S  Runner 

1= 12  Auld Fahrt 

1= 12  Tess T'Osterone 

3 11  Dopey Dappy 

4= 9  Roy D. Rage 

4= 9 Cheaty McCheatface 

4= 9  Druggy McDrugface 

7 4  Di Leyted 

 

The runners stretch out a little but Tess T’Osterone is the only mover, joining Auld Fahrt at the front. Di Leyted 
continues to skulk at the back, but the gap is not huge and she can see three pairs of buttocks ahead. Next 

round may see some runners accelerating (with or without illegal medical assistance) but with the race being a 

little longer than usual we don’t expect anyone to be blasting for the tape just yet. 
 

Overtaking penalties as well as replacement cards are now reported privately by email - do shout if you think 
I’ve made a mistake. We wouldn’t want anyone falsely accused of drug-taking now would we? 

 

 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9        

Brendan 0 1 4 8 46 52 58 24 54        

Chris 0 21 22 28 33 66 70 75 81        

Conrad 21 4 10 8 46 50 54 60 63        

John 0 0 21 22 28 32 66 25 27        

Judy 1 0 21 26 28 34 66 25 54        

Roger 4 6 9 15 20 21 27 10 46        

Tom  0 0 21 27 28 32 66 70 94        

http://variablepig.org/rules/snakes.html
http://www.fwtwr.com/postal_games/snakes_ladders.htm
http://variablepig.org/rules/golden.html
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Love Letter – Round 7 
 

Postal and F2F rules here http://variablepig.org/rules/loveletter.html  

Each player receives an email with 6 hands of one card and 2 hands of 2 

cards. For the 2-card hands the player must choose one to play / discard 
and one to keep. No action on the other hands.  

 
Three more suitors get their marching orders, one such eviction giving Jim his second token of affection from 

the princess. He needs two out of the remaining four hands he’s still in to claim outright victory. In the F2F 

game a draw is not possible, but it could happen here. We’ll skate over exactly how the princess divides her 
affections between the victors. 

 
I’ve added a column for “cards left” as if the cards in a particular game are exhausted, the winner is the suitor 

with the highest face-down card, and if that is a tie then it’s down to total played card values. 
 

Cards  

Left* 

R7 Jim Tom Roger  John  R8 Jim Tom Roger  John 

- Hand 1 (4)(3) 1 (2)(1) (1)(5) (2)(1)(6)  Hand 1 WIN OUT OUT OUT 

2 Hand 2 (2)(2)(4) (5)(4) (1)(3) (1) 1  Hand 2  x OUT  

- Hand 3 (4) 1 (1)(3)(5) (4)(1)(8) (3)  Hand 3 WIN OUT OUT OUT 

3 Hand 4 (1)(7) (4) 1 (2)(5) (1)(3)(8)  Hand 4 OUT  x OUT 

2 Hand 5 (1)(1) (5) 2 (3)(1) (4)(2)  Hand 5 x  OUT  

3 Hand 6 (3)(5) 6 (1)(2)(8) (1)(4) (1)  Hand 6  OUT x OUT 

2 Hand 7 (4) 1 (1)(7)(1) (4)(5) (2)(3)  Hand 7   x OUT 

3 Hand 8 (1) (1)(2)  (3)(6)(2) (1)(4) 3  Hand 8 OUT x OUT  

 
Key: 1= Guard, 2= Spy, 3=Baron, 4=Handmaid, 5=Prince, 6=King, 7=Countess, 8=Princess 

* Not including the spare card removed at the start (for final round Prince if needed) 
 

Hand 1: Jim plays a Guard against John and guesses that he has the King - he does and is OUT! 

Hand 2: John plays a Guard against Roger and guesses that he has the Baron - he does and is OUT! 
Hand 4: Tom plays a Guard against Roger and guesses that he has the Prince - he does not 

Hand 5: Tom plays a Spy on John and looks at his card. 
Hand 6: Jim plays the King but Roger is protected by the Handmaid so no effect   

Hand 7: Jim plays a Guard against Tom and guesses that he has the King - he does not* 
Hand 8: John plays the Baron on Roger, whose Spy is beaten by John’s card, so Roger is OUT! 

 

* I spotted a small turn report error with hand 7 - Tom had a guard in his discard pile that he didn’t play. This 
did have a small effect on Jim’s choice this round, but I’m going to let it stand (heck, he is winning!) 
 
Handmaids currently protect: Hand 2: Tom, Jim; Hand 6: Roger;  

After not getting a go last time, Roger has three to play and John none - a slight flaw in the mechanism? 

 

Seven Wonders with Babel, Leaders and Cities – Turn Five 
 

RULES: The rules (postal and F2F) are available here http://variablepig.org/rules/wonders.html 
 For details of the wonders see issue 160 (also included in email handouts to players). 

 
SEATING: I’ve added “east” an “west” for further clarity. 

 

LEFT (WEST) NEIGHBOUR PLAYER RIGHT (EAST) NEIGHBOUR 

Mike Townsend: Antiocheia   TONY BAYELY OLYMPUS  Brad Martin: Rhodes  

Tony Bayley: Olympus   BRAD MARTIN: RHODES  Kevin Lee: Stonehenge  

Brad Martin: Rhodes   KEVIN LEE: STONEHENGE  Chris Hibbert Nenue    

Kevin Lee: Stonehenge   CHRIS HIBBERT: NENUE   Mike Townsend: Antiocheia  

Chris Hibbert Nenue   MIKE TOWNSEND: ANTIOCHEIA  Tony Bayley: Olympus  

http://variablepig.org/rules/loveletter.html
http://variablepig.org/rules/wonders.html
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BABEL TILES: Up to four tiles active (fifth one placed covers the first, and so on)  

 

8: The construction of civil buildings via resources is forbidden.  
 

Their construction requires a number of coins equal to the number of resources 
present in their construction cost. These coins are paid to the bank.  

 

Note: construction of civil cards via chains remains possible and free. 
 

Example: The Pantheon costs 6 coins or requires the Temple to be built via a chain. 
 

 
 

12. The purchase of basic commodities from neighbours costs 1 coin more. 

 
The extra coin is added to the fee after any other adjustments are applied, such as 

rebates from the Marketplace, the Trading Posts, and the Clandestine Docks. 
 

 

 
 

CARDS PLAYED: 
 

TONY: Leader Phase: Recruit Sappho (cost 1 coin) = +2VP 

Age 2 R1: Build Forum (cost 2 clay, 1 own resource, 1 from bank for 1 coin using Bilkis) 
Money: 11 - 1 - 1 + 2 = 11 

 
BRAD: Leader Phase: Burn Pericles to construct Babel tile 12 (no cost) +3VP (1=2, 2=5, 3=10) tile effects 

above. 
Age 2 R1: Build Library (cost 2 stone own resource, 1 cloth buy from Tony 2 coins). Buy Sewer participation 

token for 2 coins. 

Money: 12 - 2 - 2 = 8 
 

KEVIN: Leader Phase: Recruit Tomyris (cost 4 coins) = any defeat tokens gained from now on are passed to 
the battle victor.  

Age 2 R1: Build Dispensary (cost 2 ore own resource, 1 glass own resource). Buy Sewer participation token for 

2 coins. 
Money: 10 - 4 - 2 + 2 + 1 = 7 

 
CHRIS: Leader Phase: Recruit Croesus (cost 1 coin) = gain 6 coins immediately.  

Age 2 R1: Build School (cost 1 wood 2 coins from Kevin, 1 papyrus 1 coin from Kevin). Buy Sewer participation 
token for 2 coins. 

Money: 10 - 1 + 6 - 2 - 1 - 2 = 10 

 
MIKE: Leader Phase: Recruit Nebuchadnezzar (cost 4 coins) = +1 VP per blue building  

Age 2 R1: Build Aqueduct using Baths (note Babel card 8 still allows free chains for blue cards) 
Money:  6 - 4 = 2 

 

 
SCOREBOARD: 

Player Wonders  Leaders  Military  Babel Cards  Science  Guilds Gold** Total 
Tony  3 2 0 0 1 0 0  3 9 
Brad 3 0  0  5 2 1 0  2 13 
Kevin 1 0  -1 0 0 1 0 2 3 
Chris 0  0  -1 0 6 2  0  3 10 
Mike 0 2  2 0 8 0 0 0 12 

** Including boosts from Leaders / Wonders / Guilds 
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STATUS TABLE: 

 

Player Wonder 
(Stages) 

Leaders G M 
(T) 

P Cards Production* 

Tony  Olympus B 

Ares = +1MIL 
+3VP 

Bilkis (buy 1 

resource from bank 
for 1 gold) 

Sappho (+2VP) 

11 1 

 
 

0 Tavern Clay Pit 

Residence Lumber Yard 
Ore Vein Loom Forum 

1 stone 

1 clay / ore 
1 wood 

1 ore 
1 cloth 

1 cloth / glass / 

papyrus 

Brad Rhodes B 

1) +1MIL 

+3VP  

Leonidas (red 

buildings 1 

resource off) 

8 1 

(+1 

-1)  
 

1 Stone Pit Lumber Yard 

Tavern Timber Yard  

Altar Library (T)    

1 ore 

1 stone 

1 wood 
1 stone / wood 

Kevin Stonehenge B 

1) +1 VP per 
stone on 

brown (=1) 

Hatshepsut (1 coin 

from bank when 
buying from 

neighbour) 
Tomyris (send back 

defeat tokens) 

7 0  

(-1) 
 

1 East Trading Post Forest 

Cave Excavation Ore 
Vein Glassworks Press 

Dispensary (C)     
 

 

1 wood 

1 wood / ore 
1 stone / clay 

1 ore 
1 glass 

1 papyrus 

Chris Nenue B 
1) Free black 

card (taken) 

Caligula (build 1 
black card per age 

with no cost) 
Croesus (+6 coins) 

10 0 
(-1) 

 

1 Marketplace Gambling 
Den Clay Pool Gates Of 

The City Theatre 
Apothecary (C) School 

(T)        

1 cloth 
1 clay 

 

Mike Antiocheia B 
1) yellow 

cards x2 coins 

Midas (+1 VP per 3 
coins at end) 

Nebuchadnezzar 
(+1 VP per blue) 

2 3 
(+1 

+1) 

0 West Trading Post Militia 
Baths Guard Tower 

Aqueduct 

1 stone 
 

* production that cannot be purchased (e.g. from yellow cards or wonders) is marked with an asterisk. 

Science symbols C = Compass;  G = Gears; T = Tablet 

 

GREAT PROJECT (AGE 2): 

Sewer Network is the Great Project for 

Age 2. When you construct a green 

building you may also buy a 
participation token in Sewer Network 

at the cost of 2 coins. This payment is 
in addition to the cost of the building.  

 
If, at the end of the age, all 4 tokens 

are sold, the project is a success and 

all contributors get one “construct for 
free” (CFF) chit (when constructing a 

building a player can hand in a CFF in 
lieu of payment) per token. If the 

project is a failure, all players with no 

participation tokens lose one red 
building. If they can’t they get -2VP. 

 
TOKENS PURCHASED: Tony 0, Brad 1, Kevin 1, Chris 1, Mike 0. Note that although there is nominally only 1 

left, if 2 or more players buy it at the same time, they both get a token. 

 
ORDERS REQUIRED:  The Great Project for Age 2 still has tokens available, see above. The Babel board (4 

wedges) has two wedges filled. Each player receives (by email) details of his unplayed leader cards and Babel 
tiles plus two sets of 7 age 2 cards. Orders for Age 2 R2 and Age 2 R3 with reserve card. Card passing direction 

= left (west) i.e. Tony -> Mike; Brad -> Tony; Kevin -> Brad; Chirs -> Kevin; Mike -> Chris. 
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Postal Three Handed Chicago Bridge – Round 2 
 

The game is for three players. Three hands are played 

simultaneously.  http://variablepig.org/rules/threehandbridge.html 
 

Hand 1: Nobody vulnerable, player 1 is dealer (S).  
Hand 2: Anyone who made a contract in hand 1 is vulnerable, 

player 2 is dealer (S). 

Hand 3: Everyone is vulnerable, player 3 is dealer (S). 
 

Player 1: Roger Trethewey (hand 1: S, hand 2: N, hand 3: W) 
Player 2: Tom Howell (hand 1: W, hand 2: S, hand 3: N) 

Player 3: Chris Hibbert (hand 1: N, hand 2: W, hand 3: S) 
 

 

First Bidding Round: 
 

HAND 1: Roger (S) bids 1C; Tom (W) bids 1H; Chris (N) bids 1D 
HAND 2: Tom (S) passes; Chris (W) bids 1D; Roger (N) bids 3H 

HAND 3: Chris (S) bids 1D; Roger (W) bids 1NT; Tom (N) passes 

 
Second Bidding Round: 
 

HAND 1: Roger (S) bids 3C; Tom (W) bids 2H; Chris (N) passes 
HAND 2: Tom (S) passes; Chris (W) passes; Roger (N) passes (3H carried forward) 

HAND 3: Chris (S) bids 2D; Roger (W) passes; Tom (N) passes 
 

All three players submitted conditional doubling orders, none of which were triggered. 
 

So we have: 
 
HAND1: Roger to declare in 3C, dummy placed north, Chris -> east, Tom to lead. 

 

 Dummy              
TOM  CHRIS 

 ROGER 

 

HAND2: Roger to declare in 3H, dummy placed south, Tom -> east, Tom to lead. Rotate board to place 

declarer in South position.... 
 

 Dummy              

TOM  CHRIS 
 ROGER 

 

HAND3: Chris to declare in 2D, dummy placed north, Tom -> east, Roger to lead. 
 

 Dummy 
ROGER  TOM 

 CHRIS 

 
First Play Round: The indicated players must choose a card to lead from their hand. That’s it for this round. 

In the next turn report the dummy will be exposed and the declarer and defenders decide upon their play 

strategies. 
 

If anyone needs a reminder of their hands, I’ll be happy to supply this by email. Any comments about the game 
also welcome - I don’t know if postal bridge has been tried before...? 

 
 

http://variablepig.org/rules/threehandbridge.html


    

VARIABLE PIG (LINCOLNSHIRE CURLY COAT) 
 

Polar Pig 165  on-the-shelf vol XVI, no 34   The Universe…83 

  
JIM (CJ) READER,  TOM HOWELL    RICHARD SMITH,  
jim_reader”of”hotmail.com off-the-shelf”of”olympus.net  richard530smith"of"btinternet.com 

 

Jim Reader is the Editor. Richard Smith does the printing and distribution from the UK. Back issues of the zine 
(and some rules) are avalable from the new website http://www.variblepig.org. Variable Pig also has a 
Mailing List – go to http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/variablepig/ or send a blank email to variablepig-
subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk to join (posting address variablepig@yahoogroups.co.uk). Variable Pig is 
free but donations of British stamps or a PayPal transfer (to Richard's email) are welcomed. 
 

 
PIG WAITING LISTS 

 
TEA DANCE – Arthur Owen and Roger Trethewey; 1 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
WORK, REST AND PLAY – Arthur Owen. 2 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
DER FUHRER – John Walker, Howard Bishop, Jonathan Amery and Arthur Owen; 1 – 2 more wanted (Polar 
Pig) 
SNOWBALL FIGHTING – Arthur Owen, Bob Gingell and Andy York. 2 - 3 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
HARE AND TORTOISE – Game Start inside (Polar Pig) 
FAIR MEANS OR FOUL – John Walker, Brendan Whyte and Arthur Owen. 2- 3 wanted (Polar Pig) 
BREAKING AWAY –Arthur Owen, Steve Ham, Allan Stagg and John Walker. 2 more wanted. (Polar Pig) 
RAILWAY RIVALS – One Game Start inside (Polar Pig). Brendan Whyte 
PUERTO RICO – Allan Stagg. 2 – 4 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
BACKPACKS AND BLISTERS – Steve Ham, Brendan Whyte and Arthur Owen. 2 – 3 more wanted (Polar Pig) 
ORIGINS OF WWI – Arthur Owen, Brendan Whyte, John Marsden (on-the shelf) 
1830 – Brad Martin, Jonathan Amery 2 – 6 wanted (on-the shelf) 
WHERE IN THE WORLD IS KENDO NAGASAKI? –  Game underway but more can join in (on-the-shelf) 
THREE-HANDED CHICAGO BRIDGE – Brendan Whyte, John Marsden. 1 more wanted (The Universe) 
RICHARD SMITH’S HOUSE OF GAMES - All reader - anyone can join in (The Universe) 
FRAGMENTS - All reader - anyone can join in (The Universe) 
 
 

THE DEADLINE FOR VARIABLE PIG (AKSAI BLACK PIED) is  

Friday 2nd February 2018 
 

 

 
 

The Aksai Black Pied Pig is a distinctive black and white spotted pig breed from Kazakhstan. The breed was developed in 1952 at the 
Kasalenki state breeding and Aksai experimental and training farms as a meat production pig by crossing native pigs with Large Whites and 
Berkshires. The breed was further bred with Large White and Estonian Bacon breeds to increase meat and bacon production. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aksai_Black_Pied_pig 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacon
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